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when, out after the speckled beauWANT TO USE THE ■ties.
PANTING PANTHER
It is hoped here that the law will
WAS NOT FOUND
ARCHER SPINNER be repealed so that the same hooks
may ibe used as formrely.

Fi,hT e l l Gt v t o f owa,ea1 LEGISLATIVE NOTES
Time Hooks.

Famous Auburn Animal Still at
Large Despite Best Efforts of
Local Hunters.

Augusta, Feb. 4—Following are
some recent legislative matters of
(Special to Maine Woods).
Lewiston, Feb. 1—A delegation of
interest to Maine sportsmen and
hardened hunters visited the panther
Gardiner Feb. 4—A (petition was j others:
Bv Mr. Umphrey of Washburn: Re zone yesterday morning, found track
circulated in the city of Gardiner,
Saturday, and undoubtedly
many monstrance of L. E. Wilcox and 75 of some strange wild animal, fol
other parts of the state, this week, others, residents of the towns of lowed said tracks several hours and
to repeal! Section 153 of the Public Mapleton, Castle Hill and Chapman, when darkness came had the “ panth
Law& o f 1911 relating to “An Act against closing the Presque Isle er panting’’ as one of the hunters
And he added that there
in the put it.
to prevent the use of Gang'Hooks, stream and its branches,
so-called, from use In the inland wa county of Aroostook, to fishing for were others panting when the trail
was .finally abandoned.
a period of four years.
ters of the state of Maine.’’
By Mr. Bowler o f Bethel: Petition
The petition was in ,the hands of
Found Fresh Tracks.
Arthur G. Robinson, sporting goods of E. T. Stearns and 36 others for
'dealer, and the way that the names the screening of the outlet of Up
“ Grump’’ Morse, a well
known
were added to the petition indicat per Kezar lake in the town of Lov
Lewiston hunter and Chester Teel, a
ed that the law has, for the past ell.
promising amateur, handicapped by
By Mr. Marston of Skowhegan: PeJ ..
„
„
two years, been very unsatisfactory.
....
* t n n., +■
.
Itheabsence
of, clogs,
found
fresh
A ,
Mr. Robinson secured Saturday af tition of J. C. Cur.tis and 95oth ers! .
trackssupposed to have been made
ternoon the names of 69 o f the most in favor of repealing an act to pro
by the Auburn puma, a specie of
influential business men o f the city, hibit the use of gang hooks in in
the American puma, near the basin,
including such men as postmaster land waters.
s q called, just above North Auburn.
G. D. Libby, W. E. Maxcy, J. Raft
By Mr. Smith of Presque Isle: Pe
They had previously scoured a large
er, S. G. Decker of the sporting tition of Alex Willett and 146 others
portion of the territory between East
goods firm of Decker & Day, hard of Presque Isle for a close time of
Auburn and Turner and it was 2 P.
ware dealers and many others such four years on fishing in the Presque
M. when they were directed to the
as these mentioned.
Isle stream above Grindstone, and
fresh tracks o f the animal by a man
The signers of the petition, while in the north and east branches of
who was hauling wood across the
they do not go. after fish very o f  said stream and all brooks running
upper part of the mill pond, or ba
ten, do not like the method that into said stream.
sin. above North Auburn.
They hit
By Mr. Marston of Skowhegan: Pe
they have to use .now for fishing.
the trail with a vengeance, as it
The law, which is so worded, prohib* tition of B. W. Stinchfield and 48
were, and followed it vigorously un
its the use of the Archer Spinner, others in favor of the repeal of the
til darkness obliterated the im
so-called, and many of the sports act to prohibit the use of gang
prints of the animal’s feet.
Then
here like to make use o f the same hooks in inland waters.
again there was an element of dang
er in hunting panthers after dark,
I that didn’t appeal to the nimrods.
j While all of the aforesaid
was
j taking place, Joe Dignard, his two
! sons and a string of bear dogs of
i Sabattus, Dr. Raymond de RenarMountain View* Maine
: dives of Lewiston and Frank E. WilFor further particulars write or address
|ey o ” Auburn were busy warming
! up the dogs and incidentally look
L. E. BOWLEY,
ing for tracks in territory
that
*
*
Maine.
| Mountain View,
«
had been previously developed by
[Messrs. Morse and Teel.
All of the hunters reached the
center of panther activities, Maple
hill, at about the same time. Morse
immediately declared his determin
G RAN T'S CAM PS. KENNEBAGO,
MAINE,
ation to 'Shoo" the panther on sight.
This made -him. an undesirable part
ner in animal slaughter for Dignard,
who was bent on lassoing
the
ED GRANT <El SONS C O „
Ilennebago, Maine
beast.
Therefore, without further ado,
Morse and Teel started for Skill
ings’ four corner and the remaining
forces F. E. Willey, as guide, start
ed out to explore the big swamp
For your Spring Fishing Trip wny not come where the salmon are large
that
stretches from a point
just
enough to interest you. The average weight of salmon here for the past
above
Bast Auburn
to Turner.
five seasons has been seven pounds. We also offer you private cabins
“Gramp’’ told “ Joe” that he
had
with open fire, bath, twin beds, etc Bass fishing is unsurpassed. Write
us forbooklet, rates and detailed information. Address
only a few hours 'before raked the
B. E. BROWN, Center Lovell, Maine.
swamp with a fine tooth comb and
hadn’t even seen so much as a rab
bit’s track and suggested that, the
basin cover at North Auburn be
worked.
But Joe shook his head
and declared that it was no use
I
23,000 ACRES OF WILD LAND
to hunt with a man who "was armed
Warm and comfortable home and outlying camps. Guaranteed standing shot at deer. All kinds of big game, duck and partridge shooting, g: and determined to kill, when the
Good guides furnished. Telephone connection. Write for particulars.
mar,'' humane method o f lassoing
JU LIA N K. VILES & SON, Franklin Co., Tim, Maine. | could be employed just as effective
ly and with greater monetary pos
sibilities.
At a late hour last night no of
ficial word had been received from
U b lb li i » M M f c U > M i i i y ^ i d W i y i r i d h i h l i i l li > li H i l i > i i l > H
the Dignard party.
But it
was
B L A K E S L E E LA K E G A M P S , E u stis, M e.
unauthoritatively stated that they
The place for your spring fishing. Trout and Salmon. More fish
had found no panther or puma track
caught at this camp than any other place in the state. There is someone
at sun down.
in your town, or near by. who has fished here and we will send you his
Consequently the first day’s real
name, on n quest, for reference. JOSEPH H. WHITE, Prop.
hunt appears to have been won by
Address until spring,
SKINNER, ME.
Morse and Teel on points, they hav
I w a rw « n n w i w w » iw n i i w w
ing overcome the bear dog handi
cap and discovered tracks.

Mountain View House

Train every week-day this winter. Watch this space for
change of train service when the fishing season opens about
May first

B ro w n ’s C am p s, L a k e K e z a r.

T H E SEASON FOR
BIG G A M E SHOOTING
IN M A IN E

Is rapidly approaching and the prospects for a most
successful season in that mecca for all deer hunters, the

Rangeley and Dead River Region
was never better.
A postal card addressed to the undersigned will bring
you full information contained in our booklet, HUNTING.

P. N. BEAL, G. P. A*.

Phillips* Maine.

Repeating RiB.es for Hunting.
There are more Winchester rifles used for hunting than any
other make. W h y is this ? It is because they are so generally
satisfactory.
Experienced shooters know Winchester rifles
can be depended upon absolutely. <? Then again they are made
in all calibers and styles, suitable for shooting any kind of
game.- For a good sportsmanlike rifle that shoots strong and
accurately, and gives years of service, no rifle can beat the
Winchester. No need to hesitate in buying a rifle— get a
Winchester. Always use Winchester cartridges in Winchester
rifles as they are made for each other and hence give best results.
S in d p otto! fo r complete illustrated Catalan.
W IN C H E S T E R R E P E A T IN G A R M S C O .,
Naw H aven , Conn.

D0LB1ER BUYS
DOES NOT FAVOR
MANYfFINE FURS
NEW MOOSE LAW
Bear Skins Worth from $10 to $251Resident of Asbury Park Says
—Has Handled about 800
Camp Men Should Look after
Fox Skins.
Game Interests.

(Special to Maine Woods).
Farmington, Feb. 6—One of the
most familiar figures about the
streets o f this village is A. B. Dol
bier, who has been an the fur busi
ness in this county for 40 years.
During the many years that Mr.
Dolbier has been in the fur busi
ness he has purchased thousands'
and thousands of dollars worth of
all kinds of fur of the hunters and
trappers of Maine.
Some o f the
furs Mr. Dolbier has bought have
been sent to the city and then re
turned because the shippers were
unsatisfied with the checks receiv
ed.
Two years ago Mr. Dolbier did a
fur business rising $50,000, but he
hardly expects to equal that amount
this season.
He has recently paid to two men
in this vicinity ,$785 for furs.
Among the furs Mr. Dolbier has
bought are 20 fischers, worth from
$15 to $35 each and 35 bear skins,
worth from $10 to $25 each.
One
man sent in [12 hear skins in one
lot.
“ Winter rats are worth 60 cents,”
said Mr. Dolbier to a Maine Woods
reporter.
“ I have handled some
800 fox skins this winter thus far.
They are worth from $4 to $7 each.
I have bought 1,500 weasel skins.
The two men I mentioned as hav
ing the large lot of fur had 120
of these skins.
“ Weasel skins are worth from 15
cents to one dollar each, and skunks
ar° high.
We are not getting as
manv as usual for some reason.
Lynx have fallen off 40 per cent.
The reason?
Why, it’s simply be
cause they have gone out of style.
Style in furs as in everything else
has a lot to do with price. If the
ladies elect, to wear a certain kind
of fur the price immediately goes
up.
On the other hand if they
place a ban on lynx or fox or what
not the price descends forthwith.
“ While I have bought a few lynx
skins they are not in good supply,
Hit there are many wild cats on
Large Foot Prints.
the market.
Yes, I have bought a
Interviewed by .the Sun last night. few deer skins, although I do not
make any pretense of dealing in
Mr. Morse said he would not pre
them.’’
tend to name the animal that made
Mr. Dolbir has been in the Bos
the tracks he and Teel had follow
ed until Teel was on the verge of ton and New York markets several
He
collapse from exhaustion.
“ In all times in the past few weeks.
my experience as a hunter,’’ said deals on one side with the trappers
Mr. Morse “ I never before saw any and on the other side with manu
A manufacturer for in
tracks like them.
The imprint of facturers.
the animal’s foot was as large as stance, m|ay receive an order for a
my hand.
The tracks were evenly ?ur lined coat, or a mink jacket.
made as the animal loped along and Then they write Mr. Dolbier, who
.certainly were not tracks of a big looks a1 - ut for the furs to supply
the demand.
(Continued on page 6.)

Aslhury Park, N. J., Jan. 29.
To the Editor o f Maine Woods1:
Check enclosed for $1 subscrip
tion to Maine Woods.
I would not
be without your publication.
I
get more for a dollar than any way
I know of.
I have been a subscrib
er for some years and to us poor
mortals who are compelled to stay
a great portion o f the year away
from the great play grounds of
the nation, your weekly publication,
brings for a few hours the memory
of pleasant times spent and the an
ticipation of happy hours to come.
As a non-resident sportsman I wish
to enter my protest against
a
close time on moose.
My personal feeling is that if
the game law now in force was ob
served by your resident gunners1 and
no game killed out of season, there
would be no need of a close .time
on moose because if they were left
alone during the time your uninforced laws say, they shall be, there
would be plenty of game for
all
and if the legislature o f Maine put
a closed season on moose there
will be many sportsmen go
else
where.
I am writing from
.the
standpoint of a non-resident and I
have been coming to Maine for 10
years for the gunning and it is
my opinion that if your laws were
enforced and no moose killed out
of season for meat to eat and ev
ery guide and camp owner felt that
hi® business depended upon his
personally seeing that the law was
obeyec there would be no need to
try more protective legislation.
The whole secret is for the men
on .the ground to feel that their liv
ing is tied up in observing
the
laws that you have and for them to
make it their business to see that
the law is not violated.
Without
public opinion to back the law there
is no use to make more.
I trust
that the policy of your paper will
he to try to bring home to the res
idents the importance of taking care
of the game they have, rather than
having laws passed .that make it
uninteresting for out side sportsmen
to come into the state for gunning.
Sincerely,
Charles J. Black.
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McMillan fur & woolco.
M I N N E A P O L I S . MINN.

Illustrated Circular Free to anyone interested in
RAW F UR S.
Trappers' Guide Free to those who ship to us
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New
Model

Ittarlin
REPEATING RIFLE
The only gun that fills the
demand for a trom
bone (“pump”) ac
tion repeater in

Shoot*
high ve
locity smoke
less cartridges,
also black and low
p r e s s u r e sm ok eless.
safe

Powerful enough for deer,
to use in settled districts, ex

cellent for target work, for

foxes,

gee.se, woodchucks, etc.

.25-20 and

ft* exclusive features: the quick, smooth working ‘ "bu m p" action t
the wear-resisting Special Smokeless Steel barrel; the modern solid*
tot and side ejector for vapid, accurate firing, increased safety ansi
•convenience.
1* na* take-down construction and /wiry Bead VOtt
right; these cos: extra on other rifles of these calibre*.

3 2 -2 0

•salibresi

Out t36 03ft* catalog describes the full 7/Iat/fJH
line. Sent toi tbrae stamps postage. W rite for it,

77ie 77? £ ir/£ n . fiire & rm s Co*
53 W illo w St., New

Haven,

Conn.

HERE IS A CANOE TRIP FOR
YOUR SUMMER VACATION
A Dead River Excursion That Will Furnish
Plenty of Canoeing for Any Sports
man— The Trip in Detail.
Much has been written about the
delights of a canoe trip down the
east or west branch's® o f the Pen
obscot. These trips have been cele
brated in song and story for -many
years, butt the wonders of similar
excursions on, the branches cf the
Dead River in the -northern part of
Franklin county have not come
in
for so large consideration.
In a -guide book published by A.
W. Robinson of Boston in 1887, the

ing the western base of Mt.
Bige F IS H IN G
THROUGH
THE
IC E.
low, it shortly after -enters the town
ship cf Eustis, whore Arnold® Falls A W in te r Pastime Much Enjoyed by
make a carry one-eighth of a mile
Country Boys.
long necessary, after which the 'junc
tion of the north and south branch
Fishing through -the ice, where
es is reached and a northwesterly the law doe® not forbid it, is a
course taken.
winter pastime much enjoyed
by
“ Between Flag-staff and Arnold’s country hoys.
It is -not the kind
•Falls are several short stretches of of fishing preferred by their city
.Quick waiter, where the canoe must cousins, who are familiar, perhaps,
be poled or carried. The mill dam with shaded trout brooks or -the
at Eusltis is next reached and por placid. iS-ur-fa-oe o f a lake under sum
tage made. Half a mile further on mer skies.
The lake in winter is
the mouth of Tim brook is passed, a bleak .place.
The wind® that
then the mouth of Jim brook and sweep down from the hills
.carry
The Arnold Route.
beyond the Ledge Falls are encoun chisel® in their teeth; but the right
kind of a country boy is used to that
‘‘The Dead River
and
North tered.
“ After transporting around these an-d rather like® it.
With an ax
Branch, together with the
Chaudiere of Canada, formed the
route Fall® a fresh -start -is taken and the and his- lines and bait—-perhaps al
which was followed by
Benedict canoe floats over the sluggish cur- ■so a luncheon, if h-e plans to “ make
Arnold in the fall of 1775 in
hi® re t for five miles, at which point a d.ay o f it’’—he starts for the pond,
disastrous march against
Quebec, Alder -stream comes rushing in from hi a blood tingling with the froiaty
the south and about one mile above air and luis thoughts on the -sport
and at .the present time it offers to
a portage one-fourth of a mile long ahead.
the canoeist a romantic trip through
is made -around Shadagee Falls. For
The -holes' in the ice—-as many
the wild® of Maine and
eastern
the next four mile® the water is holes as the fisherman has lines for
Canada t.o thp St. Lawrence River.
rougher, then, to avoid the Sa-rampFor (the benefit of those who may us and Little Sarampus Falls-, which an-d care® to cut and watch, unless
desire to mak-e -the above trip the lie a few rods apart, the canoe is the number is limited by law in that
following description is given;
in shouldered and carried for a quarter particular body o f water—are made
by cutting the outline o f a circle
order to avoid rough waters
near of a mile, and two miles beyond,
in the -ice, a foot and a half or two
•t,he mouth cf the river the
best after a short carry at, the Old Farm
feet in diameter, then .gradually
place to start is near Sam Parson’s. Dam, Lower Pond, of the Chain of
deepening the ring, but leaving -the
Provisions can be secured' at Flag Ponds is reached, from which point
center intact until the water is
staff or Strut-ten for the trip.
a grand view i-s had of the Chain of reached.
Then the cake in the
“ Entering the river a.t the above Ponds mountain.
middle i.s lifted out.
This way is
“ The course now lies through
place, the course is in a northwes
quicker and easier than chopping oufe
terly direction through an op-en fer Lower, Bag, Lo-ng and Round ponds, the chips as the hole is deepened.
tile country, and a fine view is had all of which are very closely con When the ice i-s two fee-t thick, or
of the Mt. Bigelow range,
w|hich nected and easily passed through, so, the young fisherman is likely to
looms up in -the south. For three and then up the North Branch, feel that a few holes will answer this,
miles the water i-s smooth, with a (which is -here a swift stream in purpose.
Moreover, if it is very
very slight current, and the canoe many places chocked with- logs) cold, new ice is -continually forming
floats -lazily along, winding in and some two milles to the outlet of over .the holes), and has to be brok
out among the many -bends j.n the Hatha n Bog, from which point there en, or the lines will become frozen
river and now and then startling is a choice of two courses, one by in, and will give -no signal when a
he wild duck, which, with hasty way of Hathan Bog and Beaver pon-d fish takes th-e bait.
This signal is
flight, disappear down the -river, and thence by tote road direct to usually a bit of red cloth, called the
Spider Lake in Canada, or to -Spider flag, on the end o f a stick, that i®
river, through which there is good fastened loosely through the middle
canoeing to the lake, then across thi to a shunt pole stuck in the ice near
body of water to the southwestern the hole.
The line is secured to
end, and down the outlet (midway the other end of this stick, an-d
of which is Rush lake) to Lake Me- when a fish, .takes the bait the -line
gan-tic.
There is a carry arou-nd is pulled down and the flag goes up.
the dam just below Spider lake.
If the fisherman is content to use
only one line, he can remain be
Best W ay to Go.
“ The -Other and best way is up the side -the hole and keep the line in
north branch through Horseshoe, his hands; but that is cold an-d
If he .simply has
Mud an-d Arnold ponds, which are dreary business.
connected by small streams, nav “ flags” to watch., he can build a fire
igable for canoes at most seasons of on the neighboring shore and make
tthe year, thence across. a tote ir'anself comfortable, and incidental
road fo-u-r c*r five miles 'long in a ly enjoy a fresh fish dinner on the
westerly dirctio-n to Arnold -river in -spot, if the pickerel, perch or bassCanada, which, if followed in a are obliging enough to be hungry.
(Continued on Page Seven.)
northerly direction, will lead to
lake Mega-ntic, some six miles disant.
The trip aor-os-s lake Megant:c can be made by canoe or steam
er to Agnes.
The town of Agnes
is situated at the outlet of the
lake on the Chaudiere river.
“ From this point the canoeist can
return by rail if he desires; but if
he decides to continue .the trip to
Quebec the course is down the Chaudiere river, the current of which is
strong and swift and broken by man
only to be again disturbed at the falls and rapids, which make numer
ous carries necessary.
next bend as th*e canoe approaches.

Falls
and
some
five
miles
beyond.
After rushing over the
Grand Falls, it s-wings around
di
rectly east and follows this direc
tion until the Kennebec is reached,
some ten or twelve miles distant.
The current of the upper waters of
the main river is quite slow
and
the descent gradual, but in '"he lo w
er waters falls and rapids are num
erous. The size of the river
is
greatly increased in -the spring by
freshets, and thousands of legs are
driven over its waters at this sea
son down into the Kennebec.

taries, the north and south branch*
es,’’ ,the book goes on, “ forms
the
main water course of the region em
braced in -this book, and is the out
let of most of the ponds. The north
branch has its source in the Big
North West of the
Seven
Ponds
group, and flows in a northerly diree.ticn through the Massachusetts
Bog to Arnold Pond, the most wes
tern of the Chain of ponds, thence
flowing in a southeasterly direction

Dead River trips are well described,
under the caption, “ The Dead River
and the North and South Branch
es.”

through the entire ch-ain info the
township of Eustis, where it
is
joined by the s-outh brunch, or Sad
dleback River, which rises in
th-e
Saddleback Mountains easJ of the
The Main W a te r Course.
Rangeley Lakes, and flows
in
a
“ The Dead River, with its tribu"
northeasterly direction.
"The main s'trea.. , after .tumbling
over Arnold’s Falls,
flows
in a
nonthearterly di-rec-ticn until the -out
let of Flagstaff Po-nd is
.reached,

TAXIDERMISTS
G.

F irst Rough W ater.

“ The first rough water is met at
Hurricane -Fall®, where, after
a
short carry, -the c-ance is
again
launched, and proceeding in
the
-s-ame direction, encounters several
small rips and pas-se-s
from
the
township of Dead River, into that

W.

PICKEL,

T A X ID E R M IS T
Q U R Plant is a Custom Fur Tanning Shop.
We Custom Tan and Dress Fur Skins from
the Trapper to Wearer. Taxidermist work on
Deer, Moose, Elk and Floor Rugs from Raw
Skins under all conditions.

Dealer in Sporting Goods, FlBhJ«B
Tackle, Indian Moccasins.
and Souvenirs.
Rangeley,
*
Maixmw

Catalog rushed to your request.

YV. YV. Weaver, Reading, Mich. '

EDMOND J. BOUCHER.

Licensed Scientific, Taxidermist.
(Tanner) Will give you Standard mi#
Moth proof work in all branches o f
Taxidermy and Tanning. Price ilofe
with u&eful instructions FREE.
N. E. Tel. 572-52.
Auburn,
Trappers all over the United States 188 Main St.,
read MAINE WOODS weekly.
An advertisement in this paper will
T. A. JAMES
bring you
Will continue to do business tn Wt*-k
ADDITIONAL BUSINESS. throp and make a specialty of Muar
Advertising rates quoted on applica um work and mounting and painting*'
of fish in oil and water color.
tion to

FUR DEALERS

ATTENTION!

You W an t
M ore than
Just“Flour”
When you start
to make the dainty
cake or luscious pie
or the good, whole
some bread on which
the family thrives.
Order William Tell
Flour and baking day
will be a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest in
nutritive value too,
and goes farthest, be
cause it is milled by
our special p r o c e s s
from the finest Ohio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your g r o c e r will
have it — just say —
send me
(i6)

M AINE WOODS,
Phillips,
Maine.

H.

M C K E N Z IE T R A D IN G
Phillips, Me.

-

“ M O N M O U TH

1804 HEBRON ACADEMY 1912
Prepares thoroughly f-or all
colleges an-d -scientific schools.
College, Classical

•hc-n it turns- directly southeast
aud circles into Dead River town
ship—(Hi3 velocity cf the current be
ing- somewhat increased by the des
cent over Hurricane Falls—then
changing again to- the northeast and
uO., following this bourse fc-r -a few miles
the river again- descends over Long

pianM
I
YXour
C.

Winthrop,

-

-

Maine*

M O C C A S IN S ."

They are made for
Sportsmen,

Guides, Lumbermen,.

Known the world over for excel
lence.
Illustrated catalogue fre»,

and
M. L. G E T C H E L L CO.,
English Courses.
Malm**
Location ideal Cor high mountain air Monm outh,
. f Flagstaff, s-co-n af- e-r gliding in pure water and quiet environment.
to the -little iha-m’ e-t of
Flagstaff,
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
R O D S A N D SN OW SH OES
Where the outlet cf Flagstaff pond W in te r term opens Tuesday, Decem 
I make Rangeley wood and splijfc
enter®. The river here turn® to -the ber, 31, 1912. Spring term opens
bamboo- rods for fly fishing
and
southwest and about two miles be
W ednesday, A pril 1, 1913.
Snowshoea
yond
is
joined
by
Kershner Ciataflog on request. Write Principal trolling. Rod® to let.
to order.
brook,
and
three
miles
fur
W . E. SA R G EN T, L itt.
D.
ther on by Trout brook; 'then, skirt- Hebron,
E. T . HO AR , Rangeley, Me.
Maine
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field, so that it cannot, by any
stretch o f imagination, be consider
ed a dangerous sport, but, to the
contrary, it teaches the boys the
proper use and method of handl
ing firearms, and is thereby instru
mental in being the means o f pre
venting accidents which are so o f
PRACTICALLY A CLEAN SWEEP, W ON BY
ten read about in the daily press—
accidents .caused by ignorance and
lack of knowledge of the proper use
o f fire-arms.
“ That the introduction of rifle
shooting in the schools and colleges
has met with .great favor among the
The results of the United States Revolver Association 1912 Outdoor
Championships, just officially announced, show that users of Peters
boys is evident froim the fact that
Cartridges won FIRST in every match but one, also Second place in
in the few years in which the work
one match, Third in three matches and fifth in two.
has been prosecuted, clubs have been
Match A. Revolver Championship
Match D. Military Record
organized in more than 40 universi
1st—A. M. Poindexter, 467
1st—Dr. J. H . Snook, 212
ties and colleges and 125 preparatory
Match F. Pocket Revolver Championship
Just slice Sickle P lu g into your pipe.
schools.
In some o f the public
1st—Dr. O. A. Burgeson, 208
schools, where permission to carry
TW O NEW RECORDS:
It’s good — it’s convenient — it’s economical.
on the work was given with a great
Match G. Military Revolver Championship Match E. Revolver Team Championship
1st—Dr. J. H. Snook 621
1st—Denver Revolver Club 774
deal o f trepidation by the school
Keeps its m oisture, flavor and fragrance better
PETERS REVOLVER AND RIFLE CARTRIDGES o f 32 and larger calibers are just
board, a thorough trial resulted in
and longer than any other form o f smoking to
as surely superior to other makes as Peters 22 caliber. PETERS SMOKELESS Cart
ridges are as far ahead of competing brands as are FETERS SEMI-SMOKELESS.
the winning over of the school auth
bacco— because they are pressed into the plug
Shoot the (P) brand, the only kind that will shoot perfectly
orities,, who have eventually, in Sev
in A N Y good gun.
w hen it is made— and kept in by means o f the
ern1 instances, installed rifle shoot
tobacco leaf wrapper. This natural package is
ing galleries in the schools for the
use of the boys.
It is to be re
m uch better than the artificial covering o f cans,
NEW YORK: 98 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller. Manager
gretted that presidents, superintend
bags or tin foil.
ents, and principals of colleges and
The richest, sweetest, coolest smoke you can ever buy.
schools do not look into this .ques
tion more thoroughly before jump meat is abused (the same way. No ed by Representative Guernsey of
T ry it today—and you’ll stick to it.
person should be allowed to buy or Maine, it ha® the full 'indorsement
ing at conclusions.”
ounces
At your
sell deer meat or parts thereof ex of the state, and, important to our
tor
dealer’s
cepting those who have an estab- whole eastern country as the oppor
lis1 ed place o f business-.
Under the tunity is^ thjis bill should have the
Edwar Island ihas its start in cild
present law any resident of
the indorsement also, and the beat as*
man La(mb’a pants.
■state has 'right to buy or sell two sistance, of all who recognize the
“ My brother lost a fox from o v 
deer that are lega'.ly killed as long great present need there is of con
as they are not to be shipped out serving to the. future the natural re
er feeding last year.
It was only
a few months old, but the skin, af
Virgil G. Eaton of the Bangor of the state, giving or making a sources of the nation, in beauty, in
ter being- exhibited was shipped to Daily Hews is the author of some re market for deer which are killed opportunity for wholesome recreative
London and sold for $2240.
markable fish stories, but liis far- and hung up for sale in localities life, and in the interesting wild life
“ While the returns are large for reaching memory—or should we say, frequented by local hunters who go about us.—George B. Dorr, in Boston
the investment, fox ranching is not fertile imagination?—has been eclip more for the outing than hunting, Herald.
■easy.
The animals are shy.
A sed by a yarn from the land of but if they buy a good deer hanging
E. H. Rayner o f Prince Edward Is mother fox is more anxious about he Bluenoses. The Mariner’s Advocate up at a reasonable price and sell W A S H IN G T O N C O U N T Y A T R A P 
P E R ’S P A R A D IS E .
land, who was at the Martinq.ue re young than a female cat, and is apt recently received and published the it to some market mam it outs down
cently, read the article in. the Times to carry thepn away from her 'den following item: “ I have read an in the expense of the trip, or if he
It often happens teresting account of singing fish in wanted to use it in his family. W here G irls Arm Them selves W ith
last Sunday about silver black fox and hide them.
Lathedgirtgs and Secure V a l
that,
the
whelps
are
carried around your paper.
farming, and said he knew some
It recalled to me the When if he had to kill the deer
uable Peltries.
himself
he
would
not
be
there
or
so
long
that
they
die
from
expos
thing about the industry because his
■memory of a rather remarkable fish
else
go
home
skunked.
ure.
You
can
get
some
idea
of
father, three brothers, and (himself
we have in Nova Scotia.
It is
It has always been considered that
If only deer that were legally kill
were engaged in fox ranching, and the value of a fox ranqh from the known as the ‘Frost Fash’ because
our grandmothers who often had to
fact
that
m
ay
brother
got
an
offer
part of his, family has been follow 
it may be frozen like a lump of ed were bought and sold it would be
of $25,000 for his last year, but re ice, but if placed in water in that different but a large per centage is drive away wild, animals from fcheiir
ing this occupation for 14 years.
forest homes, were wonderful wom
condition it soon thaws out and either killed by foreign bom hunt en.
“ The man who really started the fused it.
Yet -two Lubec girls showed
“ One of rmy brothers had $12,000 swims around as vigorously as ev ers or killed by local guides, who
industry,’’ said Mr. Rayner, “ was an
last week that they were made o f
The natives make use of this make that a business of killing and the same material as our ancestors.
old farmer named Ghas. JLamb, who worth o f foxes that were raised by er.
The mother died when a pioperty to make ice cream.
The hanging up for sale regardless of
■lived on Kildare Cape. Lamb’s cow a cat.
Minnie Matthews and
Mildred
the number.
A registered license Good ell were visiting in Charlotte
Utter
of
five
was
about
three
days
fish
is
caught,
frozen,
and
placed
strayed into the woods and going ito
In thawing out, it would help to cut out a part of this when they took a walk to a nearby
find her he stujmbled across a fox’s old, and he did not know how he in the cream.
No foriegn born non
could
raise
the
young.
He
fin
freezes
the
cream
and its movements slaughter.
den.
He went back home and got
stream accompanied by a little dog.
a shovel.
Then he dug until he ally decided to ■call in a cat to act ait the same time beat .the mixture resident should be granted a license Hearing him bark excitedly, they
from the fish and game department wrent in his direction and soon found
He went all through making it smooth.”
found two whelps.
Laanb had no as wet nurse.
unless to a $15 hunters’ license.
other way o f carrying them secure the village before .he found a feline
him
engaged
in
a
desperate
D. L. Cummings.
that
could
undertake
the
job.
She
MR.
C
U
M
M
IN
G
S
T
A
L
K
S
.
ly, so he took off his trousers, tied
struggle with a large black animal,
One
a knot at the bottom of each leg, took to the task all right.
which was getting the 'best o f the
of
the
whelps
died,
but
the
other
Expresses Hiis Opinion on M atters
M O U N T K A T AHD1N.
put a fox in each of them and slung
fight.
Both .girls seized an edging
of Interest to Deer Hunters
■them over his, shoulder.
He sold four grew up all right and brought
and rushed to the dog’s assistance.
The highest price
and Others.
W hy It Should Be Preserved as a With several good blow® they dis
his, catch for $5 and a caw.
So $3000 apiece.
Governm ent Reservation.
the black fox industry in Prince paid I know of lis a pair owned by
patched the animal which proved af
my brother which have reared 29 To the Editor of Maine Woods:
ter they dragged it home, to be a
young in. five years.
He refused
Mount Latah din, described in the four foot otter, cne of the finest
Houlton, Feb. 3—Some advocate a
$30,000 for the old pair,” —New York close time on doe deer claiming such latest Geological 'society’® report up- i specimens seen in that section for
Times.
a daw would be a protection ito (hu on it as the grandest mountain in years, and W’orth $30.
The otter
man beings.
Perhaps it would to New England, is a vast block of ■shin ils in the possession of a Char
U N C L E SAM EN C O U R A G E S T H E some extent, that would depend on ancient granite round which the lotte man today, and will undoubt
TIH E TABLE
T E A C H IN G OF R IF L E S H O O T 
the person behind the gun.
But Penobscot river flows in northern edly furnish an expensive ornament
In Effect, December 2d, 1912.
ING IN P U B L IC SCH O O LS.
such a law would not protect the doe Maine, dividing at its bajse. Isolated for some city lady vh,o has the
deer very much, which any practical by the river valleys which enclose money ,to buy it but probably not the
RANGELEY
They will be shot, it, with massive forest-clad 'Should nerve or muscle to kill it herself as
“ A Clarion Note for the Revival of hunter knows.
PASSENGER TRAIN S leave Rangeley for
Phillips, Farmington, Portland and Boston at Patriotism Ajmong the Youth of the sqme by mistake but more on pur ers and deep basins left b‘ ancient our Maine girls have.
10.45 A. M.
will glaciers between them, it faces
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Rangeley Country,” is the title of a very thor pose and what is mot eaten
from Boston, Portland, Farmington and Phillips
boldly southward, rising to the IT PAYS TO A D V E R T IS E IN M A IN E
ough exposition of the cause of rifle rot on the ground.
at 8.00 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves Rangeley fo r Phillips shocting in educational institutions,
Deer are not increasing in Maine. height o f ia full mile above the dis
W OODS. LO W A D V E R T IS IN G
at 10.55 A. M.
R A TE S .
the
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Rangeley from Phil just issued by the War Department. That any person posted on the con tant sea :and making one o f
lips at 10.15 A. M.
A list of 36 schools is given in ditions to day know to be a fact most striking landscape features in
PHILLIPS
Around it upon
every
which rifle clubs are now maintain and every measure possible should the east.
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Phillips fo r
Farmington, Portland and Boston at 6.05 A. M. ed under .government supervision. h adopted to prevent the decrease, side, and stretching unbrokenly from
and 1.20 P. M.; for Rangeley at 6.15 P. M.
it to the Canadian border, lies the
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Phillips from Details iof the work in these schools! which in many parte of the state
Boston. Portland and Farmington at 12.55 P. M are presented and a strong plea is is noticeable already.
Change some greatest natural fish and game pre
ami 6 10 P. M.; from Rangeley at 12.25 P. M.
in eastern North America;
M IXED TRAINS leave Phillips for Farming- made for the organization of similar of the license laws or cut them off serve
ton at 7 30 A M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
around
it also lies one o f the bestfrom
the
statute
books,
would
be
clubs
throughout
the
entire
system
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Phillips from Farm
ington at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M. o f American schools.
one step towards protection.
watered lake regions in the world,
STRONG
First, take the deer skin law. •of great extent, linked by delightful
Among the prominent men, who
L PASSENGER TRAINS leave Strong for Farm
ington, Portland and Boston at 6.26 A. M. and are quoted as urging the import No person should be granted a li ■waterways and wooded ito the 'wa
I.
42 P. M ; for Phillips at 12.82 P. M. andance
5 47 P.of the movement are President cense to buy and handle deer skins. ter’s edge.
M .; for Rangeley at 5.47 P. M. and for KingWild as this region still seems, !
field at 5-50 P M.
Taft, Theodore Roosevelt, BLihu Root Only those who have established a
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from
■the
destructive tide o f human life j
place
of
business
and
not
allowed
to
Set1
Low,
Geo.
Von
L.
Meyer
and
Boston, Portland and Farmington at 12 82 P.M.
and 5.47 P M.; from Bigelow and way stations at Robert Bacon.
purchase any deer skins, only what i® swiftly mounting- into it, and to
L30 P. M.; from Phillips at 6 26 A. M .andl.42
From the mass of valuable data in were brought to their place of busi save the beauty o f this noble mourn- j
P ’ MIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington
from j
Under the present law per tain, protecting its foresits
a t 8.46 A. M.; for Bigelow at 3.00 P. M. and for •the War Department’s book we quote ness.
FOR
Phillips at 1.45 P M.
sons holding licenses, traveling ov wastefv cutting and the deep-hum- \
two
striking
naragraphs
which
are
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil
ing
fires
that
inevitably
follow
it
i
er
the
country
from
home
to
home,
lips at 8.45 A. M.i from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M. full of interest not only to school
and from Farmingto* at 11.45 A. M.
•on appointments, paying from one ■upon such rocky slopes, to protect I
authorities, but to all citizens:
KINGFIELD
to three dollars apiece for deer the wild life of the region and create i
“
The
work
in
the
schools,
as
car
W
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Kingfield for
Bigelow at 9.05 A. M and for Farmington, Port ried on by the National Rifle Asso skins,, with a good head and horns a great reserve which will supply the1
land and Boston at 12,45 P. M.
Buying skins up to neighboring regions as this life be- I Hard Wood—Mission Finish—Height 70 ii
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Kingfield from ciation, is not forced upon the boys attached.
Boston, Portland and Farmim tor at 6.35 P.M .; or upon (the school authorities. The Jan. 1, which their license allows comes exhausted in them; and to ; width 23 in., depth 12 in. I f interested Send f
Special Gun Cabinet Catalogue.
and from Bigelow at 11 50 A M.
MIXFD TRAIN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow at work is entirely voluntary upon the them to do, on the pretense that ■maintain the even flow o f a groat
8.05 A. M and for Strong at 12.50 P. M
with they are cleaning up the old slklnsi navigable river with important oppor
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Kingfield from Bige part -cf the ' boys themselves,
low at 11.15 A. AL and from Strong at 4.00 P. M.
and by the consent of their par that were killed in open time, mak Lenities for water power upon it,
BIGELOW
ents and teachers.
One feature ing several trips into the same lo Mount Katahdin should surely be
\ With or Without
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Bigelow for which is very notable is that
in cality, g ving those so disposed, to included among the great park re
Collar
Kingfield. Farmington, Portland and Boston at
all the years that rifle shooting in till as long as they have a market serves which the federal, government
II.
00 A. M.
Three Grades;
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Bigelow from
At the end of the s. now making with wisie foresight
struction has been carried on among for their skins.
Kingfield at 10 00 A M.
$
MIXED TRAIN leaves Bige’ow for Strong at the schools o f the country only one year make up a re nor t to suit the in the eas* and whose relation to
10.00 AM
•
Guaranteed all wool,
in
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Bigelow from King- fatal accident has occurred, and that occasion, not being obliged to make the great centers of population
seam let s, elastic, closefield at 9.10 A. M.
f i t t i n g , com'ortable
the oath to it, and send into the com  the country and their needs must
MIXED T R 4INS between Phillips and Range- owing ito the disobedience of
and suitable for all outdoor purposes. Made ( nly
ley. subject to cancellation any day without notice. rules and regulations laid down for missioners which is absolutely un give them in the future an immense in three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford Gray and
F. N. BEAL. G. P A.
Scarlet.
the carrying on o f the work. This reliable, as far as giving any' co r importance.
Send ns yonr address for one of
record is a very strong contrast to rect account of the number o f deer
A bill for ,+ihis purpose is now be
onr Gun Cat'doen»s.
the
many
fatalities
which
have
oc
that
have
been
killed.
fore
the
national
house
of
represen
TH
E H. H. K IF E E TO.
Read Maine Woods.
The only
curred on the football and baseball
The law allowing the sale of deer tatives, awaiting actionIntroduc523X Broadway, New York
*»w »p ap er of Its kind In the world.
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FOX RANCHING

FROZEN FISH MAKE
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Rayner of P. E. I. Knows About
the Black Fox Industry.
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BEARS HAVE LARGE DON’T LET THE DEER
FAMILIES OF CUBS STARVE IN WINTER

M A IN E W O O D S
ISSUED W E EK LY.

J. W . B rackett C o .

THE MAN FROM MAINE

♦

t

Phillips, Maine
U B. BRACKETT,

A Lakewood couple recently re
ceived a call from a curious vis
ROY ATKINSON.
Editor and Assistant Manager itor about supper time—or at least
the visitor appeared curious.
A
large moose came leisurely around
OUTINQ EDITION.
R • a g e * ....................................... *1.00 par ya ar the corner of the woodshed, walked
between the well and the house, on
LOCAL EDITION.
M and 10 pages, ............... $1-50 par y a a r ly a few steps from the door, stop
ryiw/itQij Mexican, OUbao and Pana ped in front of a window and look
ma mUwarlptlion*, SO cents extra. Ftored in.
Then his mooseship walked
,n subacnjytjoo*, 71 aaf
extra.
slowly across the road and disap
Entered as second class matter. January 21, peared in a clump of bushek.
Business Manager

1909, at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under
the A ct of March 3,1879,

The Maine Woode thoroughly oovars
(ha entire state of Maine as to Hunt*
tag, Stalling, Trapping, Camping
and
Outing news and the whole Franklin
county locally.
Maine Woods solicits communications
sod fish and game photographs from Its
readers
When ordering the address of your
paper changed, please give the old as
well as new address.
The

E d itio n s

of

th e

M a in e

Woods

Mtfe week are 0/SOO copies.

Thursday,

February

6,

1913.

NEW HA TC HERY NEEDED.

This C laim is Made by Representa
tive

H a rrim an

I am informed that there are a
multitude of black bears in
the
town of Lincoln, Maine.
How they
came there or why they were al
lowed to live in the vicinity of so
many mighty hunters I cannot say,
but the fact remains that bears in
numbers are reported.
Now
it
seepis to be up to the nimrods of
that section to gird up their loins
and make a raid on the furry forc
es-

of Cherryfield

and Others.

Augusta, Feb. 5—Representative
Harriman of Cherryfield explained to
the committee on fisheries and. game
this afternoon the desirability of a
fish hatchery at Tunk pond in Han
cock county.
He said that an ap
propriation of $5000 had been made
in 1909 for a hatchery in Washing
ton county but that no pond suitable
had been found and! that Tunk pond
was barred by that law as it is lo
cated in Hancock county. The ap
propriation was lost for that reas
on.
Rep. Harriman described in
detail the conditions at Tunk pond,
tne right temperature of the wa
ter, natural spawning beds, depth of
wa+er and central location for sup
plying other waters with fry. Rotr
er* A. Davis of Steuben urged the
establishment of a hatchery
and
said that the people down there
feel that they are entitled to one.
They have no objection to
Tunk
pond.
Indeed they favor it as it
is situated on the border line be
tween the two counties and is
perfectly suited for the purpose.
John P. S. H. Wilson of Auburn
chairman of the commission of in
land fisheries and game; Hon. L.
T. Carleton, of Winthrop; Walter I.
Neal and Rep. Bragdon of
North
Sullivan spoke in favor of the ap
propriation.
Mr. Carleton said
that Tunk pond is the best natural
location for a hatchery.
He cited
the disadvantage p f shipping
fry
from Monmouth, all that
distance,
with the chance of losing the fish
that way in that county.
Mr. Carle
ton and Chairman Wilson advocated
the establishment of new hatcher
ies or enlarging those now operat
ed.

The Man from Maine notes that
Senator Wing of Franklin is out with
an act tp prevent the pollution of
the waters of the state.
The cat
provides a penalty of not less than
$100 and not more than $500 for per
sons, partnerships and corporations
who shall place or permit to be
placed slajbs, edgings, sawdust, chips,
bark, mill waste or other waste
created by the manufacture of lumb
er dye stuffs, etc., into the waters
of the state or in such places as
they will wash into the waters of
the state.
Long iPond seems to be the fav
orite grounds for Augusta fishermen.
David Diplock, accompanied by Pet
er Ronco, James Getchell and Leoce
Jobin, recently took a trip to this
favorite pond in Somerville and suc
ceeded in getting a string of 38
white perch and 10 pickerel.
It is
stated that the best part of
the
whole trip was the chicken dinner
prepared by (Mr. Diplock.
A reader of Maine Woods
was
much pleased with the story ap
pearing in a recent issue of Maine
Woods relative to the Rangeley
guides and what they are doing this
winter.
Next week Maine Woods winter
sports number will be issued.
It
win contain several interesting cuts
and matter of special interest to
those who love the great out doors.
Please remember .that the col
umns of Maine Woods are
always
open for all sorts of discussions re
garding outing and recreation mat
ters.
If you have ever made a
trio to the woods1 or lakes it should
contain enough of interest
to
make an interesting letter.
Now
is the best time in the year, broth
er sportsman, .to write a communi
cation of this kind.

The latest bob cat story comes
from Madrid.
It would
appear
that a rabbit hunter in that terri
tory saw something he thought was
a rabbit by the side of a
burned
stump.
He let drive and the next
C A P T. B A R K E R IN PA N A M A .
moment a big bob cat turned, spit
ting as it went, a few somersaults,
In a personal note to the edi and fled into the bunch.
tor of Maine Woods Capt. F. C.
Speaking of rabbits reminds the
Barker of the Rangeleys, writes
that he is on the isthmus of Pana Man from Maine of what William
ma.
“ This is a place well worth True of Phillips, the veteran hunt
seeing,’’ says Capt. Barker. “ There er, said one day recently, about the
is the finest climate.
A
sheet present plentiful supply of rabbits.
over you at night apd a bathing suit “ I have shot 46 rabbits and 10 partby day is all that is necessary. I’idges in three half days,’’ said he.
Flowers are in bloom and lots of “ That was in the days when
we
could send partridges to the Boston
little darkies on all sides.’’
market.’’

Visit Portland’s

Automobile Show

W EEKS OF FEB. 10 and 17,
and stop at

The s n v " shoe marke" has been
ra+h - dull thus Car, ’but it will
doubtless pick up if a 1ew extra
flakes of srnofw should decide
to
descend.

For variegated weather the pres
ent season ha® all records broken.
Friday night, for instance, it rain
ed and snowed.
Later there was
thunder and lightning, and
some
■more rain.
Saturday morning it
snowed.
Will .the oldest imhabitamt please arise and correct us if
we err in saying that the present
season is the most curious ever
known.

Munroe Falls, Ohio, Jan. 29.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Embden, Ale., Feb. 4.
please find enclosed clipping from
To
the
Editor
of Maine Woods;
one of our local newspapers, an
Enclosed find $1 for Alaine Woods
item of the 'bears at Silver Lake
another year.
I enjoy reading the
park, Cuyahoga Falls, 0.
This is
Alaine Woods better than any oth
strictly reliable.
I can vouch for
er paper I take and am always dis
the same for I have lived here over
appointed when it fails to come Sat
40 years myself.
I am a subscriber
urday night.
to your paper, Alaine Woods.
It is
I would like to express my opin
claimed
by
naturalists
that
bears
Down around the capital they are
ion
on the deer .question if
you
wondering who will capture
the do not breed in captivity but this
have room in your paper.
proves
to
the
contrary.
plum of chairman of the fish and
I think the deer law is all right
Yours respectfully,
game commission.
One of the fav
as it isi except the careless shoot
Allen
Spriggel.
orites in the race seems* to
be
ing, which I think should be pun
The story to ,which Air. Spriggel
Harry B. Austin of Phillips, whose
ished by imprisonment and not by
refers
is
>
as
follows;
candidacy was announced some time
fine.
i don’t see any excuse what
Cuyahoga Falls, Jan. 27—Born to
ago.
To the wise ones the ap
ever for a man shooting another
Air.
and
Airs.
Cushion
at.
their
Silver
pointment of Blaine S. Viles
to
for a deer as they do not
look
number of
the office of Forest Commissioner Lake home, January 22,
alike in the least.
children.
The
exact
number
hasi
no
gave an indication of which way
I think it would be a great misr
yet been determined.
the wind was blowing.
take to put a close time on does for
That’s the kind of a notice the
a while at least, as there is
noThere are a number of trappers in bears of Silver Lake have been ex scarcity of deer in Alaine yet, in
pecting
to
see
in
the
society
'notes
the vicinity of Phillips who have
fart I think the deer are thicker
made good catches of fur thus far. of the daily papers. For with their in this part of the county,, at least,,
usual
regularity,
says
Alanager
W.
One of the most successful in this
than they ever were, and do you im 
line is Stanley Savage, who, at last R. Logde, the bears at Silver Lake agine for a moment dear reader,,
are
doing
their
part
towards
having
accounts, had secured 20 foxes and
that the man who would shoot at a
new life and interest kept up in
3 mink.
moving bush or shoot 'before he
the park menagerie.
knew what he was shooting at if
Cushion, one of the younger moth
Rabbit and fox hunters were out er bears of .the five old ones, now he did see a deer would wait to seeI
in force last Friday.
Henry True in the collection, gave birth to the whether he had horns or not?
think not.
and William True got a good bag of cubs.
It is not known how many
But gentlemen, protect your deer
bunnies, but Ralph Preble and W il cubs there are yet and it will be a
islis HaJrdy were not as successful as month or more before they can be in the winter when the snow
as
fox hunters*.
They ran a big fox counted but from the cries coming deep, from starvation as well
for some distance with Mr. Preble’s from the den, it is evident that there poachers and I think the deer will
hold their own all right.
I knew
hound, but Reynard made his es are two or three.
there are a lot of people who laugh
cape.
Cushion is now about 14 years
at the idea of a deer starving but
old and has previously had 'three lit
on
A meerschaum pipe is having ters of .three cubs each and six of on the Upper Enchanted, and
Alosquito bog and mountain where I
some fun with The Man from Maine. two cubs each.
have hunted every cedar tree is trimHe had heard of meerschaums apd
It is surprising to most people to
their little peculiarities o f tempera know that the cubs are always born ftmed as high as* a deer could reach
ment before he purchased this pipe. in what is usually the coldest time and if there was anything left for
B " a he really did not suppose that of the year the records of births them to eat I couldn’t see it.
I would try and write something.
they were quite as finnieiky as re at the Silver Lake pits being al
ported.
After lighting up, howev ways from the 21st day of January ; about th© proposed residents* hunt
er a friend hurriedly advised the to the first day of February inclus ing license hut W. T. Ashby has
written if exactly as it appeears t o
use of a false, bowl.
“ It will col ive, only one instance in the
25
s. P. Dunbar.
or much bettef,” he said.
Then, an years’ history- of this bear family nie.
other friepd said: “ Be sure
and occurring on Feb. 1, this occurring
R E S ID E N T
HUNTERS'
L IC E N S E ^
steen the pipe in brandy before us last year.
Also .that the little fel
ing.’’
Still another cautioned: “ Al lows are no larger than a red squir
ways sew a piece o f chamois skin rel when born and they do not open
Representative Chick of Monmouth
about the bowl.
That will hold .the their eyes until a month old,
at introduced an act in the Maine legheat and prevent it from
being which time they are about the size , islature Wednesday to provide for
scratched.’’
Yet another remarked1 of a grey squirrel.
a resident hunters’ license.
The
“ You should only smoke the tobacco
The original old pair at the lake cost of eacih permit shall be $1 and
about half way down, and be sure are 25 years old this month and no such permit shall be issued to
and smoke it very slowly.’’
After are still in good condition showing any person less than 16 years of
all these things had been said The their age.
The penalty for violating theSome authorities have age.
Alan from Maine canie to the con given the length of life of the black a,ct shall not exceed $10 for each
clusion that his pipe was a mere bear as 20 years but old Patrick offense and the act shall take ef
sham indeed!
and Topsy as they have been called fect July 1, 1913.
—
for many years have continually liv
The champion cold weather story ed in the pits at the lake for 25
COMMISSION CONFIRMED.
of tflie season to date comes from years except for the first seven
Stratton.
it would appear that a months of thir cubship, they hav [ The appointment of Blaine S.
water pipe froze up ip the High ing arrived at Silver Lake in July, |Vile® of Augusta, as: land agent and
school.
The principal sent
the 1888.
j forest commissioner to
succeed
janitor, who is a student in
the
Old Topsy has had no cubs since Frank E. Alace of Great Pend was
school, to .get a pipe wrench apd a 1910 though previously she had |confirmed at the meeting of the
pound of salt.
Soon the boy re 13 litters, aggregating 34 cubs.
Governor’s council Wednesday. Walturned with the required articles
The youngest o f the three moth 1te*- I. Neal’s appointment as comand the principal proceeded to put ers, now 11 years old, has had six |missioner cf Inland Fisheries
and
the supposed salt into the of litters, Aggregating 13 cubs though Game to succeed Mr. Viles, was alfending pipe.
As he did so he it is not yet known whether she i so confirmed.
wiped some o ff on his handkerchief. has any this year or not.
It looked peculiar and he tasted the
The records show a total of 70
substance.
It was epsom salts!
cubs bom at the lake previous to IT PA YS TO A D V E R T IS E IN M A IN E
W OODS. LOW A D V E R T IS IN G
19(13, and the success in raising
R A TE S .
Fred Jordan of Farmington
is them has been so phenomenal that
working cm an automobile to travel the superintendent of the National
on snow.
Mr. Jordan has been ex Zoological park has had the Smith
perimenting for some time on this sonian Institute publish two book WEAR
T h is W i n t e r
invention, and now hopes to be able lets relative to this bear colony.
to show something soon that will
“ startle the natives.’’
There are a
number of maefaines in use in Farm
ington which are equipped with run
ners in place of wheels in front, hut
up to the present time no machine
has been made that goes on run
It has no equal,'and chemists
ners altogether.
Air. Jordan is a
very ingenious mechanic, and there have been unable to determine
are many who feel that he will solve ! what its beneficial properties
the problem of winter travel
by Iare—that is Nature’s secret.
Its sales reach to nearly
automobile.
i every part of the world.

H. E. THURSTON.

R. F. HIMMELEIN.

Proprietors.

RUBBERS

Poland Water Leads All
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kewGHASE ho use ' b a c k w o o d s

NEWEST. MOST MODERN, AND
ONLY FIREPROOF HOTEL
IN THE CITY
Near the City Hall and all Places of
Amusement.
European Plan SI.00 per day and up.
American Plan S2.00 per day and up.
Restaurant in Connection.
Ladies Unaccompanied Shown every
Courtesy.

sketch es]

(By JOHN FRANCIS SPRAGUE)

|

Born in Captivity in a Pit at Cuya Writer Has Seen Cedar Trees on
Upper Enchanted Gnawed as
hoga Fails, Ohio.
High as a Deer Can Reach.

*

Just off the press.
A breezy and entertaining book for Sportsmen
and Nature Lovers. Price $1.00 post paid.
Send your orders to

J W. BRAEKETT CO.,

Phillips, Maine

m w w w w w w H H U H W M m H w w w w m vw w w w v

I Poland Water never
Ichanges.
Send fo r Illustrated
B o o k le t

HIRAM RICKER & SONS
South Poland, Maine
1180 Broadway,
New York. N. Y.

Offices at
153 Franklin St-.
Boston. Mass-

1711 Chestnut St..
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Classified Advertising
One cent a word in advance. No headline or other display. Each initial
«} and group <of figures count as a word. This advertising appears in al g
3 editions of Maine Woods, giving both a local and national circulation o

Don’t sell until you see D. G.
tieen, Bingham, Maine,
buyer
of
FOR SALE—The unusually staunch White Ash and shovel handle blocks.
ftjxd able steam yacht, “ W a-Wa” of
about 22 Hi. P. The U. S. Govern
TO LET.
ment Inspection of 1911 showed her
to be in first class condition. May TO LET—At Oquossoc, Me.,
on
be Inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up Rangeley Lake opposite
Mountain
per Dam, Maine. Price will
be View House, new summer cottage.
reasonable to & quick purchaser. Ap Hard wood floor, running water, with
tly to Dr. Norton Downs Fordhooke or without motor boat. For par'
Farm, Three Tuns, Pa.
Or Archer tichlars, write E. E. patten, 204 B.
stree* Portland, Maine.
D. Poor, «t camp.
FOR RALE.

FOR SALE— Must go for cash. Kim
ball piano player and music, excell
ent condition, cost $250. Savage
rifle, 32-40), takedown, sling, Lyman
paep sight, new, cost $26. Winches
ter self-loader, .35 caliber rifle,
practically new, cost $21. Game Gettar, 22-44 calibers, 18 inch,
peep
•tght, holster, new', cost $20, has $3
eartra ammunition.
Ithaca double
hammerless, Grade IVz, sells $30 net
to be made to order. Winchester 22
saodel 19M peep, globe and folding
Mar sights,
cost $13.50. Write.
Make offers. C. L. Chamberlin, Osseo
Michigan.
FOR SALE— 23 foot gasoline launch
A. W.
English, Wyocena. Wisconsin.

fully equipped, nearly new.

FOR SALE—Edison Dictating ma
chine.
Pa first class condition. Inluire a* Maine Woods office.
FOR SALE— Village stand, cm the
easterly side of Sandy river
in
Phillips lower village. Inquire of J.
Blaine Morrison.
FOR SAL®—A tame deer.
For
particulars, address, C. W.
Lufkin,
Madrid, Me.
WANTED.
FOXBS— Wanted a litter of wild Mve
young foxes; Black silver or cross.
Write, giving color and full particu
lars; also give telegraph and ex
press address to James D.
Hammood, Melanethon, P. O., Ontario,
Panada.

DOGS.

slowly and when it was seen that
the state appropriation was en
dangered the association went ahead
with the work, members contribut
ing money, supplies and labor as
they could.
The screen cost $1300
and a balance of $200 on the work
is now due.
In order to get the
$500 from the state the association
deposited notes with the state treas
urer for the $200 who now holds
them.
The association asks the
state to cancel this note and bal
ance the account.
Representative C. B. Kelleher ex
plained toe situation to the com 
mittee and argued in favor of grant
ing the resolve.
R. B. Taylor and
M. L. Strickland of the association
also appeared in behalf o f the meas
ure.
The only hint of opposition was
when Representative Austin of the
committee stated the belief that all
the state ever intended to give tor
th screen was $500.

F IR E S ID E T H O U G H T .
HUNTERS—This
fall, on
that
bear track you will wish for a do®.
I have dogs I will warrant to hunt There is a veiled beauty in the fad
ing day!
bear, cats or lynx. The heat strains
Whoever
will at twilight saunter
of hunting Airedales, Blood hound
out
and terriers cross hound and bull
In peacefulness—shall hear the
terrier cross.
Also
youngsters
last devout
just right to train. Thayer, CherryAnd saintly farewell on that lonely
field. Maine.
way;
pas-s
>OR SALE—Two good fox hounds, His eye shall see that glory
away
hree years old.
One coon bound,
In fond entirety; disaster in -its
ne pup seven months old.
Will
rout.
*ell cheap.
Vel Bailey, St. FranclsO languored eve—engloomer of
dlle. Mo.
all doubt;
O soothest murk still, still be mine
MISCELLANEOUS.
I pray.
There is a reverence in the slow fail
Maine Fir Balsaim Pillows—-Fresh
ing light!
from the tree. It is healthful
to
Smoothed on the breast o f Mur
smell the Maine Woods.
Do it at
mur—less
home in winter. Size 10 by 15. Cot And less the reach of shadows—
ton covers 5o cents, better covers
trees
up to $1.00. Address J. N. Bridges,
Soundlessly Stirling in forgetful
Meddybemps, Me.
ness.
The wind’s eternal kiss—the vesper
TANNING all kinds of skins and fur
bees;
easy, if you have the American Tan
The sun that sinks into the lids
ner.
How; to make it profitable.
of night!
Moth proof.
Farmers, Hunters and
Robert Page Lincoln.
Trappers should have this valuable
book.
price 25 cents. N. R. Brigigis
PA PER A N E C E S S IT Y .
Balls ton Spa* N. Y.

SHOOTING NOTES

So W rites One Subscriber of Maine
Woods— Looks Forward to Its
W eekly A rrival.

WANTHI>— Salesman to sell
our
To the Editor of Maine Woods;
guaranteed Oils and Paints.
Ex
I am enclosing you $1 for a re
S. A. Wright of Opportunity prob
perience unnecessary.
Extremely
profitable offer to right party. The ably holds the season’s record for newal of my yearly subscription to
Glen Refining Company, Cleveland, deer shooting in the northwest. He Maine Woods.
After publishing my story last
returned to Spokane recently from
Ohio.
Jennings, Mont., after spending a far I find I ought to still keep up
week in the mountains near that j and help the good cause along and
P A N T IN G P A N T H E R W AS
N O T place, with a string of three deer 11 must say I look forward to your
-scalps to his belt, and the record j valuable budget every week, as a
FOUND.
of two large bucks, with a combined necessity, which every sportsman
weight of 540 pounds, both of which and hunter should feel, -is his duty
(Confimiued from Page One.)
he claimjs- to have brought
down to keep posted of the doings- of
dog as 1 had previously suspected. with one shot.
Wright expected the creatures of the 'green woods,
From the distance between the to spend- two or three weeks on his and it is with great pleasure that
tracks I should judge the body of hunting trip.
On the second day I tear off another check to get in
the animal must have been at least out, however, he bagged his limit of j line for another season’s reading.
four feet long.
John S. Gustine, Jr.
three deer in four hours of hunting,
"Despite the glare ice covered and with the total expenditure of I Philadelphia, :Pa.
wi‘ h light snow, making a
very two bullets.
He used a 32-40 Win
slippery combination, the animal did chester rifle.
“ IN C R E A S IN G L Y
IN T E R E S T IN G .’
not slip in the least as he
loped
across the pond.
We followed the
Providence, R. I., Jan. 29.
Capturing deer by steamboat is a
tracks until it 'began to get dusky new vocation for the steamers of To the Editor of Maine Woods-'
and then we hiked for the car. Yes the Red Collar line on Coeur dFind enclosed one dollar tor
re
we were panting all right when we Alene lake and St. Joe river.
A. newal of subscription for another
reached the Turner road.
If we L. Merritt, special agent for
The contents of ,the Maine
the year.
had found the tracks two hours earl lumbermen’s indemnity
exchange, Woods continue increasingly inter
ier, I haven’t any doubt in my own was a passenger on the Colfax when esting, unaffected by “ close sea
■mind but that we would have got a boatman captured a young fawn sons.’’
Fenner H. Peckham.
the animal and cleared up the pan- in the channel of the St. Joe near
.tfaer mystery.
I believe he was tak Chatcolet.
The passengers on the IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE IN MAIN
ing a napi somewhere up in
the boat saw the fawn run out on the
WOODS. LOW ADVERTIS
big growth on the hill just above ic<* where the river enters :he lake
ING RATE8.
the basin., getting rested to do chased by dogs.
The animal plung
somu more prowling when darkness ed into the waters of the open chan
sei* in.
There is absolutely
no nel not far ahead of the boat. The
doubt bait thiat there is some big steamer slowed down and the deck
wild animal up in that vicinity and hands, with the aid: of a rope, soon
STOP AT THE
I otv. not going to take any chances had the dripping fawn on the deck.
b- nutting; any dogs on the trail, It was taken .to Coeur d Alene, where
because unless all signs fail he is its future home will be
Blackwell
o f the specie that would make quick park.
The fawn is about a year
fAST
work o f ordinary hound dogs, and ola.
I am not quite ready to have mine
killed.
I plan to resume ,the hunt
A IR E D T R O U B L E S .
Saturday.”

s

DOCTORS DID
NOT HEIP HER
“Resident Is the Trespasser”, Says
ENFORCE THE LAWS
SAYS MR. EVANS
a Philadelphian.

Philad-elphia, Pa., Feb. 5.
To the Editor of Maine Woods;
As a constant reader of
your
valuable paper, I have been much
interested as well as amused
at
th - great variety of opinions
set
forth in letters published.
I like
a man who has convictions and the
courage to express them, even if I
cannot agree with him.
Every
year since 1885, with two exceptions,
I have spent a part, of the fall in
the good old state of Maine.
I
own a camp there and have come
to feel that this is my autumn
home.
As I view the situation,
what is needed is not more
laws
bu+ rather the enforcement of laws
now on the statute books. And from
my observation, it is not tihe non
resident who Is the trespasser but
the resident. I know that residents
gun for ducks with motor
boats,
gun on Sunday and shoot protected
birds.
The taxes on -my property in
the state have always been paid,
and the coin produced for non-resi
dent -licenses, therefore I am well
within, my rights in demanding that
the law-s be enforced against resi
dent gunners, many of whom pay no
taxes, and apparently have no re
spect for the law of God or man.
S. W. Evans.

YOUNG MOOSE
BECOMES PET

But Lydia E. Pinkham’s Veg
etable Compound Restored
Mrs. LeClear’s Health—
Her Own Statement.
Detroit, Mich. — “ I am glad to dis
cover a remedy that relieves me from
my suffering and
pains. For two years
I suffered bearing
down pains and got
all run down. I was
under a nervous
strain and could not
sleep at night. I
went to doctors here
in the city but they
did not do me any
good.
“ Seeing Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound adver
tised, I tried it. My health improved
wonderfully and I am now quite well
again. No woman suffering from fe
male ills will regret it if she takes this
medicine.” — Mrs. James G. LeClear,
336 Hunt St., Detroit, Mich.
Another Case.
Philadelphia, Pa. — “ Lydia E. Pink
ham’s Vegetable Compound is all you
claim it to be. About two or three
days before my periods I would get bad
backaches, then pains in right and left
sides, and my head would ache. I called
the doctor and he said I had organic in
flammation. I went to him for a while but
did not get well so I took Lydia E.Pink
ham’s Vegetable Compound. After tak
ing two bottles I was relieved and finally
my troubles left me. I married and
have two little girls. I have had no re
turn of the old troubles.” —Mrs. Chas.
Boe ll , 2650 S. Chadwick St., Phila.,Pa.

There is one moose in Maine that
would rather be tame than roam
pail and put it on the ground and
in its native haunts of the forest.
the moose will get down on
her
It is a cow moose and is now the
knees and eat from the pail.
pet about the farm of A. J. Coffin in
The state virtually owns the
Columbia.
Mr. Coffin has been given permis moose but the moose is satisfied
sion by the Fish and Game Commis with her present owner.
sioners of the start.e to
keep
the
A NOVEL AUTO SLED.
moose, and regardless of the
per
mission, the moo&e has something to
say about it.
S/he is now about a
Joel Bizier, living otn the outskirts
year old and Mr. Coffin caught her o* Skowhegan, believes that
he
when she was about three months has invented something that will- be
old.
of benefit to people living a little
He was out in the pasture with ways from town and have to -make
his dog when of a sudden he saw a regular trips to the village
three
big cow moose jump toward
the times each day.
He has taken a
woods and disappear.
He then saw common lhand sled and fixed a shaft
the little calf moose standing by and across it with spur wheels- reaching
waited tor it to follow its mother, |to the ground and on the other end
but, instead, the little animal came i lie has a big drum-like arrangement
toward Mr. Coffin and actually came 1and in this is a big spiral spring
up to him.
something after tihe arrangement of
When Mr. Coffin turned to- go a mainspring of a clock.
This is
home the calf moose followed close wound up the same as a clock with
to his heels and has now become a large crank with considerable lev
like a cosset lamb.
S/he will go erage.
On giving the sled a good
about the place with her master and push and getting up a momentum he
seems very fond of her new home. then lets the spring loose and this
Mr Coffin will put some grain in a drives the shaft around and whirls
the spur wheel against the snow,
driving -the sled at a swift rate along
the highway, but more particularly,
along a sidewalk that is well trod
den.
This is arranged to run about
an eighth of a -mile on average
ground and when it stop© can ,quick
ly be wound up ready to go again
and many times when there is no
hill after the spring is run down
and there is still momentum enough
.to run the ©led one may -wind the
spring from the ©led without stop
ping and keep on going.—Sentinel.

ANGELUS
P L A Y E R -P IA N O

n y o l e n e

SMOTHERS
RUST
SOOTHES
PAIN

"W hen in B oston

Commonwealth Hotel

BREAKS

RECORD
S H O O TIN G .

FOR

FOX Construction of the Fis-h Screen at
Foot of Messalcnskee Lake
Was Bone of Contention.

Leigh Barker of New Vineyard
broke the record for fox skins last
week ©looting three ahead of his
dc-gs on Thursday.
We have never
heard of such good success in one
man’s shooting for one day.
Barrett Ramsdel-1 and Elhridge
Luce also- hunted on the same day
and the latter shot one, a large
ore.

Augusta, Feb. 5—Before the fish
and game committee this afternoon
the Mesaalonskee Cottage and Boat
association of Oakland had a chance
to air its troubles over the construc
tion of the fish screen at the foot
of Messalonskee lake in Oakland.
In 1907 $500 was appropriated for
the screen by the state with the -un
derstanding that an adequate bal
Henry Jennings fired at one but ance should be raised by private sub
seriptions. These subscriptions came
failed to- s*e«ure the coveted pelt.

The ANGELUS, introduced in 1895
is the mother of all Player Pianos—and
is indorsed by the United States Govern
ment “as the Pioneer of all similar in
struments, (U. S. Census Report of
July 24, 1902) and is conceded to be the
greatest and most human of all Playing
devices. It comes in combination with
the world’s greatest Pianos in the

KNABE-ANGELUS,
CHICKERING- ANGELUS,
EMERSON-ANGELUS.
Handy to everything. On
Beacon Hill, opposite the
State
House.
Fireproof.
212 rooms. Six minutes to
theaters.
Long distance
’phone in every room.

STOKER F. GRAFTS,
General Manager

Justly the ANGELUS has been clasified as the “ H U M A N P L A Y E R
PI AN O.”

THE WILCOX £ WHITE CO.,
Makers
Established in 1877
MERIDEN,
CONN.

Anglers, Hunters,
“ Hikers,” M otor
ists,
Yachb-men,Cyclists, A l! O ut
door M en.
Y O U want

TheN by V P r o d u c

o f the

Wm .F N y

e

K

e f w eh

NY0LENE

The G reatest Diseovet
Tver Made fo r Prevenlir
Rust o n F IR E A R M :
Stoves, C u tle ry , Tool
andall B r i g h t Meta

It adds years to the
life of Runs and tackle,
is clean and of great
value as a healing,
cooling salve for brui
ses, strains, sunburns
and insect bites.

A Perfect t u b '
lit
for* B a ll B e a r it -js 0
Bicycles and Motorcycle
The B e s t A r t ic le E«
Offered for
( S P O J R T 'S M E T

A BIG TUBE
25c

dne?

gen eral housekoi

kc>
*** W m .F .N Y E .

EVERYWHERE

Wm F. NYE,

New B edford, Massv.

S.A.

: HE

New Bedford, Mass
M T r ., o f NYOIL
Ask y ou r w atch re*

ra ire r whose oil he
is using- on yrrar

w atch .
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many of the roma-ntlq virtues. We
-have known men compelled to frug
al iity to make an excellent break
fast cm a corncob pipe or (two of
tobacco,.
Your corncob lasted in a
way not. to be suspected from its
apparent fragility and it had a
wealth of flavor, a tang and bou
quet of its own.
There was never a pipe better
adapted to the open and the wind.
We don’t recall any other pipe fitter
to be smoked in bed by tbe care
Then
' Boston, Feb. 2—“ He who takes less or the well insured.
no holiday hastens a long rest’’ there was some aroma o f association
It sugested
“ Georgia
was, the motto adopted by the Snip- about .ift.
It was
atuit Rod and Gun club; and the Old Scenes’’ or the Ozark,s.
Colony Gun club, meeting in joint one of the most deliberate, easy go
About
conclave for a banquet and smoke ing and tranquil of pipes.
talk at the South station restaur it was the -haze of Indian summer,
the rich repose-fulness of the Hon.
ant last evening.
They came to the number o f half Gum Shoe Bill—When he is not
And
a hundred members and invited carrying the war into Africa.
guests, mainly from the Cape coun your good old corncob pipe lived
try, and agreed that they enjoyed- long.
Far be it from our hearts to say
themselve® with McIntyre’® orches
tra, “ Bill’’ Daly’is singers and the anything -against an industry dear
to Missouri and of the most benevo
spread.
Among the invited guests were C. lent production, but the . corncob
Do
W. Baxter and George B. Allen of pine wihat they used to be?
North Rochester; Samuel J. Low, they become charged with ns am
recollections?
Hasn’t
the
-New Bedford; Fred C. Sanborn, iGhas iable
L. Sparks- and Louis C. Grosscup. ‘‘Old Cob Pipe,’’ so well sung by Mr.
The speaker®, besides Toas-tmaste Dean, been affected, like everything
Arthur P. Russell of Quincy, were else beneath the sky, by the high
the Hon. George H. Garfield, fish cost o f living?
and game commissioner; Newton
Newkirk of the Boston Post, who
O N L Y A DOG.
was termed ,on the program as “ esq.,
author, humorist, a sportsman and
By Ber-ton Bral-ey.
a gentleman” ; the Hon,. William S.
MoNary, harbor and land commis He was homely, I know, as a dog
could be,
sioner; William C. Adams, Esq., sec
And only a mongrel, too;
retary Massachusetts Gunners’ as
sociation, and incoming President But I loved him, and he loved me,
As people and dogs may do.
Jonathan E. Harlow of Boston,
There was a deputy sheriff at .the Nothing on earth could disturb his
trust,
banquet who was held nameless and
Or his love and his faith befog,
blameless, who during hunt
.and
bivouac, in office and out of hours, And now he flies here in -the dust—
Somebody poisoned my dog!
was never known to become in the
least ruffled, no (matter what sort
of a job was played or how
the He crawled to my feet and he lick
ed any hand,
weather held or his boots leaked,
And then with a gasp he di-e-d,
and Newton Newkirk was delegated
to ‘‘get his goat.”
It was accomp And—though same people can’t un
derstand—
lished; with skillful, talk and by -cut
I patted his head—and cried!
ting and pasting the deputy’s partic
ular menu card to lift a flap and dis ■For it isn’t funny to lose a friend
From o ff of this earthly cog.
close a goat in the captive decoy
duck pen, and the deputy acknow And he was loyal unto the end—
Somebody poisoned my dog!
ledged the goat.
Commissioner Garfield told howfish and game haul been almost a I wonder how anyone could have
done
staple in Massachusetts since May
This poor little fellow harm;
flower days, and declared that Mass
achusetts had done more for /the But here he lies-—his -race is -run—
Though his body’s still soft and
perpetuation o f game than most any
warm.
other state in the Union,
He
admitted that each year saw
new My life is lived on a peaceful plan,
My pace is a quiet jog.
law, recently the. anti-s)pring shoot
ing act and the one restricting the But—I wish I could find the snake
o f a man
sale of game, and he seemed to -feel
Who poisoned my little dog!
.that the gunners and the wardens
—In Cincinnati Post.
could go hand in hand and all e>n- j
joy themselves while doing
their j
IT PAYS TO A D V E R T IS E IN M A IN E
duty.

THRILLING HUNT
FOR WILD CATTLE

NEWKIRK GOT THE
SHERIFF’S GOAT

RANGELEY MAN IS
LARGE FUR BUYER

Dogs Were Baffled for a Long
Time When Chasing Heifers
and Steers.

“He Who Takes No Holiday Hast
ens a Long Rest”, Is New
Motto of Snipatuit Gun
Club.

On a Recent Trip He Purchased
Many Furs of Great Value.

quie*- until George came up near
them and off they went again but
net far and soon Guy appeared on
the scene and everything seemed to
be in favor o f the steer and they
wanted me (to put my dog on and
see if he could turn him.
George called his1 dog off and I
took Rex’® collar off on the trail
and soon he joined Mr. Steer’s comp
any right in the open field and af
(Special to Maine Woods).
ter a short and fierce battle he
East Sumner Jan. 16—About one
found that Bartlett’s pup, although
month ago Adelbert Davenport. and
a small dog, was bred for heavy
Allie Durrelil called on ;me just after
work and o ff they went, but as the
dinner.
They wanted me to put
steer did not seem to be satisfied
my beair dog on the trail oif some of
at so short an acquaintance he faced
Guy Turner’s cattle that had become
the dog again after going a hund
wild and had defeated all comers of
red rods or so.
Here is where we
about 25 men and a half dozen dogs
looked upon a duel for about two
that were credited asi being famous
(minutes and to say lit was a hair
in the cattle business.
raising battle would be putting it
After trying for a number ,of days
mildly.
I honestly did not know as
with no result, several attempts
I should have to ever put my dog’s
iW>ere made to shoot, them.
Mr.
collar back on again asi the bit
Turner had employed some of the
ing, kicking and hooking was cer
best deer hunters i,n our midst and
tainly rank.
even at this method there were
“ There they go,’’ said George,
three day® put in when Joe Cum
and we could see that the steer was
mings, a man well up in. rifle prac
looking for shelter o f most any kind
tice, landed one o f the heifers.
and that charging had reached its
Well I took Rex and followed these
limit.
They took the road at the
men to the 'cattle trail.
We did
old sahoolhouse and direct to the
not go fan- before I took his chain
Martin boys’ barn.
Mrs. Martin
off on a heifer’s track that had sep
was- standiing in, her front door and
arated from the resit of the bunch
and in a very few minutes he she said the big barn door was
The steer tip
jumped his game and they started open about one foot.
ped
his
head
up
side
ways
while at
to circle.
We out across! and gained with a full speed and with the help of the
lap.
Soon they were in Charlie dog reached shelter, which resulted
Bonney’® pasture.
We could hear in *he final round up of probably the
the dog driving at his best, but at wildest, toughest and swiftest herd
about the center of this pasture and of youn,g stock that ever roamed
a half mile from us, we heard am. the hills of Oxford county.
Emerson P. Bartlett.
awful cry frqm the dog, thinking

as it was his first experience on
F IR S T A N N U A L SH O W .
cattle, that he run too many chanc
es1 and that she had homed him. Sportsmen W ill G ather at the Des
Before tong we met the dog coming
Moines Coliseum April 17 to
on hisi back track.
I picked him
27.
up and looked and felt him over
Every phase of outdoor life from
very closely but iqould not find a
scratch on him.
He followed us the mildest to the most strenuous
along on the trail for a few rods, games, and from the pleasant surname
camp to the more rugged lodge of
and then set out for satisfaction.
Asi soon, as we reached high the wild animal hun-‘ r and trapper
ground we could hear hitm at the will be depicted im various interest
far side of Let. Varney’s pasture, ing forms at the First Annual Sports
nearly one mile away.
We ‘left the and Recreation Show, which will
trail and struck for Kirk Spaulding’s. be held in the iDes Moines Coliseum
The exposi
As luck would (have it, we con from April 17 to 26.
nected near enough1 with, them on tion, which will be given under the
their double for Allen mountain and genera1 direction of Louis W. BuckI succeeded in, getting the dog, as ley, will be similar in form to those
it was then mear dark and awful seen in Madison Square Garden, New
hard walking.
The dog was very York, and will be the most attrac
soft a,s lie had not been off the tive show o f the kind ever attempt
chain for three weeks and this had ed in the west.
The big Des Moines Coliseum is
been quite a trip for him under the
conveniently located on the river
clreum stances.
Mr. Turner who had been with us front in the very heart of the city,
for about a half hour, thought we and it has, been planned to mark a
had better leave the trail and make wafer course on which all forms of
for bonne, and it was very agree water craft from the canoe to the
motor driven boat and tydro-aeroable |to us.
This will
Tne next imoriling the rifle men plane will be exhibited.
hit the trail early and had no be onlv one of the many sports to
trouble in shooting this heifer and be demonstrated by exhibitors. An
two of the others and this left only other feature will be a rifle range
one 2-years old steer, a rare speci and clay pigeon field, and tourna
men of the Hereford breed.
Mr. ments for both amateurs and profes
Turner wanted to get him alive if sionals will be conducted.
Everything pertaining to outdoor
possible.
I examined Rex in the
life
will be shown, and the sports
morning and found a black and blue
streak one-half inch wide
and o f the middle west are taking a grea
about four inches long ion one side. deal o f interest in the coming
All booths will be arranged
He was so sore and lame he could event.
hardly walk for two days.
I think in rustic style to represent nature,
she hit him with a horn but. it did and at one end o f the Coliseum will
not happen to cut through and with be a reproduction of a jungle, where
the best o»f care and thorough rub wild beasts from all parts of the
There
bing with skunk's oil, a light diet country will be exhibited.
and slow exercising on the chain, I will be taxidermy contests, tourna
soon had him ready far work again ments of all sorts, in fact no end of
and my son, Lionel-, who takes a attractions.
great liking to. hunting dogs-, has i
L IV E L Y D IS C U S S IO N .
him out on the ichafim about every I
day.
Did Fred Co,Mum See a Robin o r a
Pine Grosbeak.
There was nothing doing until yes
terday, Jan. 16. At about 9 o’clock
The Biddeford Journal says that
in the ‘"•'ruing I saw Turner’s steer
the claim of Fred Coilman o f Saco to
coming up the road and not far
have seen the first ,robin o f
the
behind -was George Oldham’s Shep
season has reopened a question
ard cattle dog, who ‘has a good rec
which was, 'last winter, a source of
ord with cattle.
Just before they
'lively discussion, and which
does
got to the house they jumped the
not seem to have been settled
in
wall and soon reached the woods and
a way that was wholly satisfactory.
th steer turned and everything! was
The Journal says, that the authori
ties insisted that the birds seen last
winter, were pine grosbeaks,
and
really, except perhaps for a similar
ity in size, there would seem
but
“ I had taken one other well-known ‘ cure ’
twice, and although it took six w eek s e a c h little reason for confusing the rob
tim e to fix me up, there was always that te rr i in and the pine grosbeak.
In the
b le b u rn in g clesire fo r d rin k . 1 now have no
the
craving or appetite any more than if 1 had never latter, the bill, unlike that of
known the taste o f it.” —Part of the letter o f a
'rob'n
is
short,
obtuse
and
turgid,
man whom we freed in THREE DAYS from
like that o f the bullfinch. Another
striking difference is the color. The
male grosbeak is chiefly dull cai
rnin or lake red, shaded with black
by the N E A l 3 -D A Y T R E A T M E N T . No and gray in some places, and
va
hypodermics used. Results absolutely certain.
A ll dealings confidential. D R U G H A B IT S ried with white.
The female
is
SHCC KSSFUEIiY T R E A T E D . Call upon,
gray, heightened in some
places,
address or telephone
and varied with white. The
feuale is gray, heightened in
sonr
147 P leasan t Ave., Portland, Maine.
places- with saffron-yellow.
Telephone 4916.

STOPS THAT CRAVING

DRINK HABIT

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,

CORNCOB P IPES.

W OODS. LO W A D V E R T IS IN G
RA TES.

■2222(1

(Ne!w York S-ntn.)
In the Insurance Field of Louis- j
ville, Mr. H. M. Detain invokes' an
a fervent and an admirable ode his |
‘‘Old Cob Pipe,’ ’ whereof may we
borrow three stanzas:
“ I’ve tried ’em all, Old Timer, meeschaum and briar and clay,
I even tackled the hookah—but I
laid ’em all away;
For you are the best, Old Timer,
ugly and black and broke,
And I know (when I give you the
filling I’m sure for a straight
up smoke.

I

F H E can keep his hands and feet
dry and warm — he’s ready for any
adventure. This man isan old hand
at braving the rigors of the woods in
Minnesota, in Michigan, in Maine.
This is not his first experience with
Beacon Falls Leather Tops. His order
is a repeater every fall for the “ Rock
E l m ” style without heel.
Some
others prefer the Manitoba with heel..ay
This latter is almost snag-proof.

“ Friend in time of trouble, comrade
when pleasures burn,
You give -off your mind easing in
cense, asking naught in return
Save that you have the filling—a
match to start the fire;
Then here’s to you, Old Timer, pipe
of my heart’s- desire.
“ Your cO'St was probably a nickel—
it isn’t your way to brag,
But sure you’re as, -good as your
brother ‘with the big price mark
ed oin the tag.
Then here’-st to yon, Old Timer, for
I know you’re broke just right;
I’ll give you one more filling-—we
ll bum it and say good night.’’
Of many kinds of pipes may -words
of affection be spoken .truly.
Per
haps, a “ T ., D.” comes nearest to
the heart and lips; it is black but
comely, and -only the strong and
skilful can smoke it triumphantly.
The briarwood is the steady friend
of millions.
The rearing and educa
tion o-f a meerschaum requires per
haps- too- much unremitting care for
a busy generation.
The corncob j
■iiSed (to have all the practical ard |

(Special to Maine Woods).
Rangeley, Feb. 5—If the following
article regarding one of Charles L.
Hamden’s fu-r buying trips serves to
bring before Maine Woods’ readers
the magnitude of the raw skin busi
ness in Maine, it will not have
failed in its purpose.
Mr. Hamden has made -two trips
to the Moosehead region this fall,
on both of which he took practically
the same route.
Leaving Rangeley
late in November he went across
country through Stratton,
Eus-tis,
Bigelow and Klngfield, visited North,
East, and West New Portland, North
Anson, Solon, Athens and Bingham.
From Bingham he went by stage and
team -to Caratunk and The Forks
then across from The Forks to Moxie where he struck ,t-he railroad and
took the train for Kineo station.
Here at the “ Rockwood,’’ one of
the Ricker hotels, ,he made head
quarters fOT -a week making side
.trips to Jackman, Greenville Jc-t.,
and Northeast Carry.
Ait Jackman
he paid one man $500 for fisher and
$600 for beaver skins besides other
fur® of considerable value not in
cluding otter and sable as these
bring a higher price i-n Canada than
here and Jackman’® location makes
it an easy matter ito market them
there.
On this trip Mr. Hamden was
away for 16 days and bought
up
about -$3000 worth of furs. ^ Two
week®, later he again covered this
territory, this time buying $2000
worth more.
Mr. Hamden has this season paid
for fisher alone $1200, -two of -the
finest skin® having been purchased
of Ben Gile, who like Mr. Harnden,
is one of Rangeley’s well known
guides.
For the last two mention
ed skins Mr. Gile received the neat
sqm of $60.
At the present time
fisher is the most valuable of
Maine furs with the exception of
silver gray or black fox.
Otter is
a close second in value.
Two trappers, who have been in
the Cupsuptic pond region, about 12
mil. ® above the lake o f that name,
recently brought out 17 fisher, 21
sable, 35 ermine and a little oth
er fur.
So far this season Mr. Harnden
has, paid the trapper® here in the
Rangeley -region over $1200 for raw
skins and the trapping season is
no‘ yet over.
Mr. Hamden buys -for New Eng
land’s. largest fur dealer and -has
been handling furs -more or less for
I the past 20 years.

RUBBER

LOOKFOR

Leather Top Rubber Shoes

I

are the “ come-again, tell-your-friends”
kind.
Protect your pleasure and
health — look for the “ Crocs”
on each shoe.

|
11'
^

*

v

R O C K ELM -T h is s ty le has
n o heel. Sole heavy rolled.
W aterp roof. M a d e o f tough
rubber— fresh, new, elastic.
T o e is ribbed.
T op s o f
chrom e lea th er s t r o n g ly
sewed to tippers.
B ellow s
to n g u e — r a w h id e la c e s .
Heights from 8 to 16 in ch .
10 inch height about $-1,50 at
your dealer's. ' ' S h e r m a n "

is the same shoe with heel.
P rice, abou t S4.75.
M A N I T O B A — VV arranted
not to crac k or split. Nearly
snag-proof.
U p p e r s are
pure, new , fresh gum forced
into he avy duck!
Rolled
soles. Rubber heel. Cihrome
leather top. Rawhide lace«
Price for 10 inch height, S'
about S-1.50 at
>our/ /
dealer's.
[(Ill

D . F HOYT, J
Phillips, Me.
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CATCHING FROGS
VERY PROFITABLE
Here Is a Tip for Easterners from
the Wild and Woolly West—
Get After the Froggies.
Maine Woods reprints the foillow
ing story from the Skagit County
Courier, Sedro—Woolley, ■ Washing
ton which O. M. Moore, formerly of
Maine Woods, edits.
Carl A. Op pel, a wiry, dark haired
earnest little student, half way
through his college course, has paid
al1 his expenses during the last two
years by dealing in the common
green frogs, and he has enough to
bank, earned in that way to pay all
expense® during the remaining two
years o f his course.
He began, it
two years ago and in eight week®
starting with :$20 in the little bank
at .Fulda, Minn., where he lived, he
cleaned up over $900.
He was a
High school student then and had
had no previous business experience.
He intends when he has finished
college to go into tihe frog business
to stay.
He will buy a small plot
of marsh land some where in Min
nesota, where railroad facilities are
good, and establish a frog ranch and
supply frog leg® to the big cities of
the country.
He will construe* hi*

be mating pits, where marketable
frogs may be kept over winter and
sold early in the spring- when the
prices are highest.
Oppel’s. first venture was under;
taken to- get even ’with a man who
had cheated him.
A Chicago commi ssio n merchant came to Fulda to
interest people in catching frags, of
which there were millions in the
marshes, lakes, streams and mead
ows near the little town . Oppel
engaged in it and sent them to the
commission man to sell.
When he
caught the man in an attempt to
cheat him he determined to drive
him out of the local market. The
boys pledged their suport and Oppel
embarked in the business himself.
Large

Frog

Business.

WILD WOODS IN
NEW YORK CITY
Canadian Camp Guests Will Attend
Dinner in Company with Bears
and Other Animals.
Malne Woods has received an in
vitation to attend the 11th annivers
ary dinner of the Canadian Cajnp, to
be held at the Hotel Astor, New'
York, Feb. 24, at 7 p. -m.
The us
ual reception will be held from six
to seven p. hi.
V eritab le W ilderness.

10 pound.® o.f fish, very frequently was in the Dead River country near
tw^ or three front making for the the Canadian border.
fliy at the same time. This to
I had been exploring a section en
my mind, i® a most peculiar case oif tirely new to me, with the idea of
catching fish under adverse circum .setting out a line o f traps later in
stances.
the fall.
On the afternoon of my
I’Al never forget an experience in 'second day out, a heavy mist arose
Maine when another fellow and I and I lost my bearings.
In wand
decided to. go fishing.
We hadn’t ering around, -trying to find out
a boa* ®o we rigged up a raft by where I wa®, I came aero®® one of
t king two logs and putting two 'the handsomest little ponds imaginmore acrosswise at the ends.
1 , able.
It contained only an acre or
was on one and my friend on the j two of water, and it nestled among
other end.
All went well until 1the hills like a jewel,
ni’ ' companion hooked a big fellow.
I had some salt pork with me and
Tlie exertion caused -him to lean a fishing line.
I baited the -hook
over.
Up went the top log and out with a piece o f pork -rind and threw
came the cectsi® piece.
Fcir 30 sec it into the pond.
It hadn’t touched
ond® we then gave the finest ex the water when a big 8-pound stquare
hibition o f amateur log rolling ever tail trout -grabbed it. I had no- land
seen on the lake.
Then, minus our ing net, but I managed to bail him
fish, in
e dusk of a chill October out with a frying pan.
I pulled
nigh* we swam ashore.
trout weighing four -and five pounds

One of the unique features of the
With a capital of $20 he rented a
dinner will be the transformation
small shack near the railway sta
of the dining room into a veritable
out of that pond until my
arm
tion and. soon alii the hoys in the
BY S A L E M D. C H A R LES.
wilderness.
There will be ice field®
ached.
When I saw the pile of
little village were working for Opwhere salmon, trout, caribou and
speckled beauties I -had laid out on
pel, many of them earning from $3
Street Comm issioner of Boston.
polar bears will abound.
Among
the bank I was ashamed of myself.
to $4 a day.
Oppel looked up an
the unusual foods that will
be
It was two days later when I got
other commission 'merchant, shipped
It was down Labrador way -that I back to Harry Pierce’®, camps at King
.served will be sea cucumbers from
his product alive and sold frogs at
the PhilMpine Island® and wild cat had my most thrilling experience
and Bartlett lake, and as my fish
15 cent® a dozen.
They came so
fishing.
I had hooked up a 35-lb. had spoiled, I had thrown them
from New Brunswick.
fas*, that night shifts were em
salmon, and it gave me the hardest away.
Among the speakers will be:
When I told t-he story of
ployed to care for the frogs and
For more
Oscar Bass,
Victoria, B. C. battle I ever enjoyed.
the enormous trout cun that little
crate them for shipment.
Two
than two hour® I played that fish,
Vancouver Island—The
last
pond the .other guide® laughed at
weeks after he started *here were
while two companions -manned the me.
place God made.
I showed my frying pan as
over 7,000 dozen Hive frogs on hand
oars and kept the boat right side up. proof oc having landed them, but
W. J. Carroll,
and more were still pouring in. Par
St. John’s, Newfoundland W were dragged down stream ful-Iv somehow they were not convinced.
titions were built in the shack to
two mile.® by the monster.
He was
Sport with Salmon and Caribou.
I’ve tried to find that pond time
kne ' the frogs from crowding in one
L. Fred Brown,
Roanoke, Vir. out cf the water more than 50 times, and again, but I can’t.
Sometimes
great heap in the center.
Never
frequently leaping 15 feet into the
The Tenting Troutfisher.
I wonder if I didn’t 'go to sleep on
before had anybody in Fulda made
a:r.
Over,
under
and
even
into
the
Vilhjalmur Stefansscn,
New York
the sunny side of a stump -and dream
so much money in so short a time.
boat the big fellow leaped in his it all.
Discovery of the Blonde Eskimo.
Put suddenly the bottom fell out
Rudolph M. Anderson,
New York efforts to get free.
of ,tho frog market.
The frogs had ;
But I held on, not even letting go
Camping and Hunting with the
be-n shipped alive.
Oppel, changed
of the rod with one hand to wipe F IS H IN G
THROUGH
THE
IC E.
Eskimo.
this method.
He killed the frogs '
away the mosquitoes t)ha* settled on
Rev. J. DeHart Bruen,
and shipped only the hind legs
Finally I landed him, but
Belvedere, N. J. my face.
(Continued from Page 2.)
dressed.
when we 'got ashore I was1 -drench
Camping from Ocean to Ocean.
Earlier in the fall season the boys
A lively pickerel makes decided ob
William L. Sherwood,
New Yiork ed both from perspiration and the
used a common dip net to catch the
jections to -leaving the water through
ducking the salmon gave us.
Mushrooms and Toadstools;
frogs while on their way from the
The next day I hooked a salmon a .hole i-n the i-ce, and the fisher
■their evil neighbor. Ptomaines.
man has- to exercise some o f the
meadows and marshes where they
J. B. Tyrrell,
Toronto, Can. much larger than the first, but he
had spent the summer to the lakes,
get away.
I know lie was much skill and get some of the siport,
The Western Basin of Hudson
SMOKE OUT, In cold weather trappers smoke pends and streams.
The
boys
soon
out more mink. “ coon” , skunk, etc., in one day
larger, for I saw tb scales on his that go with -summer fishing.
Bay.
han they can take in traps in a month--besides found that the frogs traveled more a
One interesting thing about ice
they get prime furs worth the most money.
Lieut. General Nelson A. Niles will back.
than by day and set to
A DIME brings illustrated guide. It tells how. night
fishing i® the ea®e with which you
act
as
toastmaster.
Giving the first time in print the treasured sec work to take advantage of this dis-can see deep into the water.
A
BY D A N A C H A P M A N
rets of the wisest old trapper in this country, it’s
worth dollars to you.
c 'very.
Some o f them bought lit
-person who- -lies- flat with his face
TRAPPER’S SUPPLY CO.
tle bullseye lanterns.
When the
clo-*a to- the clear ice or the open
Of the Dame, Stoddard Co.
BOX W ., OAK P ARK, ILL.
light wa thrown in the frog’® eyes
hole and excludes the light
from
it would sit bewildered in the glare
Th largest fish I ever caught above by throwing a coat over ihi-s
and allow itself to be caught. Some
wpc while I was -on a fishing trip in -head, can see the bottom 20 or 30
times a boy would catch as many
the Province of Quebec at Ca-sca- feet below, and sometimes at even
as 100 dozen frogs in a few hours
The field of vis
pedia.
I went up there on the in greater depths.
Fiish stcriie®: that are not “ fish
by this method.
vitation of some fishermen and we ion i® extensive, and moving fish
stories’’ in the usual present •day
found the finest salmon fishing that es and vegetable life on .the bottom
An Arm y of Frogs.
sen.se, and account®1 -of 'strange ex
can be made out clearly.
The ob 
I have ever .seen.
perience® by field and flood have
The first -salmon I caught there server may be -surprised at first
One day a boy ran into town with
been -related to he Sunday. Post by
weighed 25 pounds.
I caught a to find that the vegetable life ap
hi® sack filled to the strings and
a number of well known Bostonians,
large number of others, but had the pears a® fre-sh and green a® in tmidreported that he had found an army
who are devotees of the rod or -gu-n.
best luck on the very day I -was 'S-ummer.—Y outh’is Comp anion.
cf frogs marching from a certain
That- these tales are generally
coming home.
After two or three
marsh toward a lake several miles
backed up by stuffed and mounted
casts 1 got a -strike.
distant.
He emptied his sackful
THO M AS
CARNEY
SH O O TS A
trophies
may
be
seen
in
the
follow
£ d G ra n t, B eaver Pond Camp*.
I had to- .play him for 25 or 30
of frogs and ran back.
Other boys ing:
LARG E BEAR.
H e w reading: matter. Interesting-.
Tie first edition was exhausted much followed him.
minutes before he got tired out
The news spread
ir than we expected and the popuemand was so great for a second and soon tjhere was not a boy to be
enough so that we could get him
BY W IL L IA M R. SC O TT
•n. that we published an enlarg'xl
Tho®. Carney was .successful on
into the boat.
He was the most
Oppel .quickly
___ improved edition to be sold by found An the town.
last
Thursday afternoon to s-hoot a
«■»»<» (postpaid) at the low price named. found himself with such a supply cf
gamy fish I ever -saw -and weighed
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamp* acOf the Iver Johnson Company.
2; pounds.
I had the fish mount large black bear weighing over 300
frog® that he had' to temporarily sus
m tiii
Phillips, Maine.
ed and it can be seen a-nv day in pound® at Holme® Falls above Whit
pend the catching of them.
J. W . B R A C K E T T CO..
I’ve been fishing the famous lakes
ney ville.
Mr. Carney knowing that
mv place of -business.
Then came several spells of freez
of Maine and -Canada for many years
there
was.
a
bear ®, den at this place
The largest salt water fish that
ing weather, and the surviving frogs
and have hauled in -my share of
proceeded to the den, found bruin
I
ever
taught
was
at
North
Fal
began
hurrying
to
their
hibernating
MAPS OF MAINE
the gamy salmon and speckled
mouth. , ] was fishing i-n Current looking out and taking up hi® rifle,,
haunts along the lake® and streams.
RESORTS AN D ROADS ■Progs hibernate behind rocks and trout, bri I never -have lost one of river which is a stream where the he immediately shot the large an
those fellow® that -stretch from -arm
tide backs up for some distance. imal.
log®,
holes along the banks, and
ta arm.
And I’ve never been tip
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries in the mud of the 'lakes.
We fished there in the evening 'on
The
boy®
Car maps of the fishing region* of the
ped from’ a cano-e, although I have
the incoming tide.
About
9
Whenever you write to one of -our
In
state, etc. W e can furnish the following set to work digging them out.
gone through .some of -the most haz
Maine maps:
o ’clock cne evening I got a strike, advertisers, don't forget to mention
Kangeley and Meg-antic district* .. 26c one of the larger holes they found ardous rapid®- of the northland.
and the fish wa® so large that I
Kangeley and Megaatte district*.
several bushels.
In another they
Main© Woods. It is important
to
A few years back, while teaching
very large .............. 26c
had ,to let o-ut about 200 yards cf
found several bushels.
In another
Moosehead and Aroostook dis
you
to
do
so;
important
-to
us
and
tracts .............. 60c they were so thickly packed that a friend on Grand Lake, near the line.
I finally reeled in and kill
New Brunswick border in Maine how
SVanklin County .................................
60c
ed a bluefisih which, weighed
11 the advertiser naturally wants to
goanerset County ................................. 60c three flour sackful® were dug oust. ;to cast, an incident, laugh-able
to
Oxford County ........................................ 60c Oppel found it difficult to take care
pounds
and
measured
33
inches.
The
j know where you foudn hi® name.
Piscataquis County ............................. 60c
all save one in the party, took place.
iiio-s1 in ter ©siting feature of this Tell him, and thus do a good turn
Arooetook County ................................. 60c of all brouglht in.
The
friend
wa®
-a
-tyro
at
the
-sport.
Washington County ............................. 60c
catch was that it was made with an
In the meantime he was dressing
Outing map of Maine, 20x36 In .. $1.00
Hi® line got caught -somehow -on a
for all concerned.
Geological map of Maine ................. 36c frog® and shipping them by the doz
S-ounce rod.
tack cast.
He pulled forward as
¥< R. map of Maine ......................... 36c
Another of the largest fresh -wa
Then came a ‘Strike
AJtuiroiseoggin County ...........
36c ens of crate®.
hard as possible.
This w-as- fol
CiMTiberiand County ............................ 36c fc'r higher wages.
ter fish that I ever caught was at
The young em
lowed by a wild -screech that must
Hancock County ................................
60c
Stoinebec County ............................
36c ployer of labor grasped the situation have startled the rainbow beauti-e® in Upper Dam, Rangeley lakes, Maine.
County ............................................ 36c quickly.
With my guide I went o-ut to Black
He could not afford to
t1 stream.
And the novice was
Ltnooln and Sagadahoc Counties .. 36c
point.
We had been there but a
He set up a
Penobscot County .................
60c suspend operations.
a® .scared as- anyone.
It iseems the
Waldo County .....................................
35c big- feed for the hoys.
short time when he caught a fiveThat caught
Y"rk County ......................................... 36c
hook and caught behind the ear of a
pound trout.
Oppel was toasted again
guide who was in an adjacent canoe.
J. W B R A C K E T T CO., them.
7c§»
I was fishing with a 7 1-2-ounce
and again by the strikers and work And as- the novice pulled forward
fly rod.
When we got ith-e guide’s
Phillips,
Maine. was resumed.
with alii his might, -he nearly tore
Frame i® supposed .,to lead all oth ■off the side of the guide’® scalp. fisih into ithe boat -and started along
,£> :vv: m
I discovered that 'something had tak
nation® in the consumption of
My friend was caution® tihe rest of
GUI DES’ A D D RESSES er
en
my
bait.
The
pull
was
so
frog®, but Oppel says that America
thie trip that none -was in reaching
strong that, the guide .thought my
Over
This column is fo r sale to guides consume® twice as many.
distance of the -ho-ok when he was
ho-ck had caught on ithe -bottom. We
who w ant th e ir addresses to appear $200,000 is (spent annually here for qa®,timg.
With a Six
slowed up and it was not long be
That is why he is gping
In Maine Woods each week
in a l Hog lag)s.
Months’ Trial
fore
I
-found
that
I
had
a
big
fish
phabetical order.
For price addres into the business extensively when
BY GEORGE B. C LA R K .
Subscription to
on- the line.
I was forced to play
he finishes college.
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
Often
Of the Boston A th letic Association. him for about 20 minute®.
the red bent right down into the
L«e&nder A. Dole, Sebago Lake, Me.
Those who are planning on getting
James E. Durrell, Rangeley, Me.
married this fall or winter should not
Away -up on the headquarter®, of water as the fish made rushes away
AND
When I got the
Joseph J. Hill, The Forks, Me.
fail to call at this office and get the Nioi-sequit river, New Brunsr from 'the boat.
fish
tired
on*
and
up
to
the
boat
I
Bar! G. Johnston, Masardis, Me.
samples of our wedding invitations wick, while hunting las*. November
R, B. Lowrie, R. F. D. 1, Eastbrook, and announcements. We have a com with Kerm-it Roosevelt, I decided., found I had an eight and cue-halfMaine.
plete line, either engraved or print although it-hie.re was a foot -of snow pound square tail trout.
For One Dollar
ed.
C. S. McGowan, Portage Lake, Me.
on the ground, that we would try
BY JO SEPH E. K N O W L E S .
George H. Potts, Bridgton, Me.
The Oldest Outdoor Weekly:—Recog
to get .some trout for breakfast. We
nized authority on Hunting, Fishing,
H. H. Tibbetts, 16 Manly St., Au
put an old rod together, went out in
Trap-shooting, Yachting, Archery and
P ain ter of Ahim als and Fish.
Game Conservation. S u b s c r i p t i o n
burn,, Maine.
a cia.no-e, and to our .surprise, found
price. $3 a year. Send for sample copy.
M. G. Webber, Jay, Maine.
w ear 1 J ® ) * rubbers
The only time I was eve-r lost in
that the trout bi-t as readily as in
FOREST and STREAM PUB. CO.
127 Franklin St. . . New Y ork
Allan Watters, Fort Kent, Maine.
Ju-ne.
In half an hour we hooked the wood® to amount to anything

Shaw’s Pneumatic Smoker
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Where
A N D R O S C O G G IN

CO UNTY.

L E W IS T O N . M A IN E .

o In Maine

HOWES’ DEBSCONEAG CAMPS.

Are situated on First Debsconeag Lake. l-4mile from West Branch Penobscot; Reached
DeWitt House. Leading Hotel. Unex
Individual log cabins and tent roofed log camps;
celled In Maine.
Bookflet free. George from Norcross by steamer and canoe in 3 hours.
own garden, and hennery; daily mail; best New York, Philadelphia and Boston references.
0 . Pattee, Proprietor. Lerwiston. Me.

For MOOSE and DEER

A ROOSTOOK C O U N TY .

MT. KATAHDIN at our doorway offers best mountain climbing in New England; side trips from

W 1 N T E R V IL L E . M A IN E .

Red River
vacations.
Tweedie.

Camps, Beautiful place for
Best otf fishing.
T.
H.

CUM BERLAND

M. CASTNER,
Portland,

Best Family Cooking in Maine.

H E R B E R T M. H O W ES,
Millinocket Me.,Dec. 1 to May 1; May 1 to Dec. 1, Debsconeag, Me.

Prop’r.

Maine

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport *
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
F R A N K L IN C O U N T Y .

GOME

TO

OTTER

POND

GAMPS

This Spring and catch Trout weighing from three to five pounds any day. Big Salmon &•
:*:• too. Besides you get good Boats, a good Table and a good Time. For particulars address. *"

GEORGE McKENNEY, Garatunk, Maine.

J
W IN T E R P I C K E R E L F IS H IN G
the finest in Maine, through the ice. No license to pay. No limit as to
the number of fish or pounds. One party took 7 barrels. Nice warm
rooms Hotel right on shore of lake. Best of board. Daily mail. Tel.
and Tel. connections. Terms only $2.00 per day. Write for any further
information wanted.
J. G . H A R L O W ,

Camps at Long
Pond.
Many
out-lying camps.
S. C. HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

Write

A specialty made of outfitting and

DEER AND MOOSE hunting in season, in as good territory as there is in Maine: Rates $2.00
and $2.50 per day. Open entire year. Snowshoeing. skiing. Tobogganing, visits to lumber camps
during winter months. Booklet for the asking.

CO UNTY.

WEST END
HOTEL
H.

these camps to Sourdnahnnk, Rainbow, Nahmakanta Lakes.
planning trips down the West Branch from N. E. Carry.

THE FLAGSTAFF,

F la g s ta ff, M e .

NM
HUNTING
Let me furnish you with references of well known, reliable guides and sportsmen,
who have hunted at these camps. Large and small game hunting o f the very best.
Booklets.

R. B. TAYLOR, W e s t Garry Pond Gamps, Dead River, Me.
R A N G ELEY LAKES.

Bald Mountain damps are situated at
the foot of Baild Mountain in a good
fishing section.
Steamboat accommo
d ation s O. K. Telephone at camps. Two
m alls d a lly . Write for free circulars to

MINGO SPRINGS HOTEL AND CAMPS
on Rangeley Lake, Rangeley, Maine.

A M O S E L L IS . P r o p ’r..

Bald Mountain.

Season of 1913

M aine.

Deer and bird shooting almost at the Under the management of RUSSELL BRENNAN and JOSEPH W .GREEN o f New T o rt City
door of Hotel Blanchard. Write for
For booklet, information, etc., address
booklet.
RUSSELL BRENNAN, Hotel Collingwood, New York
E. H . G R O S E , Stratton, Maine.
W A S H IN G T O N C O U N T Y .
ROUND MOUNTAIN LAKE CAMPS

The highest and coolest Public Resort
OUANANICHE LODGE
in Maine. Individual camps with open
SUNSET CAMPS
fires. Fly fishing for trout assured,
every day, either lake or stream. Send NORWAY PINES HOUSE & CAMPS
Grand Lake Stream Co.,
“ Owners."
for free booklet.
Fishing unexcelled. Ouananiche Brook and
DION O. BLACKWELL, Prop.
Lake Trout. As a vacation proposition not beaten
Round Mountain, Maine. and only equalled by few places in the state.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE.nowclosed,
will open for season 1913 at date to be announced
later.
F. B. BURNS. Prop’r., Haines Landing, Me.

Good Hunting. Old-fashioned hospitality. Cook
ing with the Grandmother flavor.
No territory
can touch it as a canoeing center. Circulars.
W. G- ROSE, Manager.
Grand Lake Stream.
Washington County. Maine
206 Milk St Boston Mass

Carrabasset. Maine.
Fox Hunters, as well as those looking for
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
birds and deer, can find sport at Carrabasset
Spring Farm and Cottages. Hunters need not
CATANCE LA K E .
travel far to get their limit of game. Write
N. CHAMPAGNE.
Best of Salmon and Trout
fishing.
Also all kinds of game In season. In
Spring Farm. Carrabasset. Maine.
formation and Terms furndehed on ap
plication.
Private boarding house. F.
V IA R A N G E L E Y .
York Camps. Loon Lake.
.Address J. O. Keith, Cooper. Maine.
Lewis, York. Rangeley. Maine. Booklet.
B E L G R A D E L A K E S . M A IN E .

The Belgrade.
Best Sportsmen's Hotel
Best black base fish
Q*anp Be mis. The BHr-che®. The Barker. in New England.
Write for free circular.
Oapt. f .
C. ing In the world, best trout fishing In
Maine.
Ohas. N. Hill & Son. Manag
Barker. Bemie. Maine.
ers.
RANGELEY

LAKES.

T h l« place Is fam ous fo r th e E a rly
T r o u t Flshinp and E xce llen t Guides.

IN

T H E

Woods of Maine
King and Bartlett Oampe. 2.000 feet
above «e& level, unexcelled for
trout
•■bltor or an outing.
Individual c&bh » . open, wood fires, excellent cuisine,
Ane natural Hthia spring water, magattloeat aceaenr. Renew rear
health
la the balsam-laden air of
Maine's
Ideal resort.
Address

HARRY M. PIERCE,

Jamaica Point Camps
Best Sportsman’ s Camps on the Belgrade Lake.
Each camp has telephone and bath. 150 acre farm
in connection Circulars. Address, Marshall &
Stone. Oakland. Me., after May 15th. Belgrade
Lakes. Maine.

80M ERBET COUNTY.
J A C K M A N . M A IN E .

Lake Park. Beautifully situated on the
shore of Lake Wood.
Aiutolng, Motor
ing, Trout and Salmon fishing.
17
milee of lake and CO mUee of river
boating. Twin Island damps at Skin
ner, E. A . Boothman.

LAKEWOOD CAMPS

at Middledam, will open for the season
of 1913 at the usual date. Write for
Kina and Bartlett Cantos.
Address. F a rm in g to n , Me., until the booklet and terms to
E. F. COBURN,

season ogens.

Andover, Maine

OXFORD COUNTY.

V IA

RUM FO RD

FA LLS.

B « g Salman and Trout Fishing
In
M*4ne.
Fly fish lone begins about June
1.
Send far circular.
House always
open.
John Chadwick & Oo.. Uiroer
D-am, Maine.

CLARK & TOOTHAKER’S
toi
- i l l -J n ___ _ Will re-open for the
rleaiant Island Lamps seagon 0f 1 9 1 3 , as soon
as the ice goes out. Write for booklet.

CLARK & TOOTHAKER,
Pleasant Island. Oxford County. Maine.
Bear Spring Camps Fishing. Hunting, good
food and up-to-date camps. All the pl« asure you
expect. The place where you go home sati«fi< d.
that you have got your m ney’ a worth. W ri le G
D. Mosher & Son, Oakla-d. Maine. A fter June
1 st Belgrade I ekes. Maine.
U P T O N , M A IN E .

Lake Parlin House and Camps.
Are delightfully situated on share of
Lake Parlin on direct line from Quebec
to Rangeley Lakes, popular thorough
fare for automobiles, being a distance
>f 122 miles aaoh way
•ake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in
the radius of four miles furnish
th<
best of fly fishing the whale season
The house and camps are new and have
all modern conveniences,
such
a*
baths, gas lights, open rock fire place?
etc.
The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing.
boating,
bathing, tennitnoun rain climbing. automobUing. etc.

Dnrtee’i Cam p.
On Lake U m bw oc on
Chembridge River.
Best of Deer and
Duofc hunting.
E x e rtio n ! Fly Flahliw
Writs for booklet.
mma TroUtiw tor Salmon and
Bouare
H. P. Me KENNEY. Prenrlstor.
TaBed Trout.
T. A. Durkaa, Prop.. Uo- Jackman,
Mains
vm. Maine.

MILLION DOLLAR
ALCOHOL PLANT
Dead River Region Interested in
Possible Wood Alcohol Dis
tillery Near Greene’s Farm.
(Special to Maine Woods).
Greene’s Farm, Feb. 1—Parties
interested in the erection of a
milli.cm dollar wood alcohol plant
have been in (this; section
recently
looking over the territory in the vi
cinity of the “Totman farm’’ with,
thoughts of erecting a plant there.
For (tvQ manufacture of wood alco
hol much wood and water are nec
essary.
it is said that the experts
who were looking the ground over
found an almost ideal location for
such, a plant, and there is a -pos
sibility (ihat a gigantic wood alco
hol plant may be erected at that
point the coming guimmre.
The high and constantly advanc
ing cost of gasoline has caused a
renewed interest in wood alcohol
all over the country, for it is said
that engines can be -made for auto
mobiles which will use this fuel as
conveniently as they now use gas
oline.
One of the disadvantages of a
wood alcohol plant is the fact that
land in (the vicinity is denuded of
all forms of wood, for anything that
grows, almost, can be used in its
-manufacture.
This eventually re
sults in barren wastes, the wood of
all descriptions (being cleaned off as
though out with a giant scythe.
The residents of thisi -section hope
however, that the plant will
be
established, for iit would bring -large
quantities of money and many peo
ple to this region.
The company that fra® been inves
tigating th/is -location is from the
west where large .quantities of
wood alcohol is manufactured. What
the final decision of tihe company is
will not be known for -some time,
it is believed.
M IS S P U R IN G T O N D EA D.

Phillips friends were pained to learn
of the death of Mis-’ Mary Purington,
which occurred Friday. Miss Purington
was with relatives in Winchester
Mass., at the time of her death. She
was well known in this section, having
spent considerable time in Phillips and
at Redington Camps. She was of a
genial and verv likable nature and had
many friends in this section.

BIRTHDAY PARTY
DEEP IN WOODS
One of the Ladies of Camp Colony
at Rangeley Was Surprised
When Neighbors Walked in.
(Special to Main® Woods).
Rangeley, Feb. 4—The
dancing
classes organized here by Mr. Chas.
Dyer and Mrs. F. L. Dyer of Strong,
las' week, were well attended.
Frank Huntoon has been suffer
ing with a sore on his hand. Ether
wag administered and the place
lanced on Monday.
Drs. Ros® and
Colby did the work.
Mrs. Fellows of Mt. Vhrnon will
be in -town Tuesday evening, Feb.
11, for the purpose of installing
the officers of Summit Rebekah
lodge.
The Ladies’ Aid society met last
week with Mrs. William Nelson.
This week the society meets with
Mrs. Ansel Soule.
The job of repairing the parson
age has been let to Mr.
White,
who ha(s charge of the rebuilding of
the sohoolhouse.
Mrs. John Wallace is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Berry.
Dr. A. M, Ross and Fred B. Burns
have been -exercising their -horses
on Haley pond and incidentally
speeding them a little.
Mrs. -Margaret Wilber Curtis has
been visiting Mrs. C. C. Murphy for
a few days.
The Pythian Sisters will enter
tain visitors from Stratton
at
their -meeting Thursday evening of
this week.
Last week six candi
dates were admitted to member
ship.
They were Mr, and Mrs,
Guy Pickle, Misses Thalie Hoar and
Su&if Wilbur, Mrs. Leon Wright and
George R. Pillsbury.
George H. Moore of Sandy River
Plantation recently caught a fox.
Dr. and Mrs. F. B. Colby enter
tained four tables at whist Sat
urday night.
A veryr enjoyable ev
ening was passed.
There will be no morning service
at the church the coming Sabbath.
Sunday school will be in session at
noon as usual and the evening ser
vice widl be held at the customary
hour.
Mis® Winifred Hihkley returned
to (her work at the bank Tuesday
morning after several days’ illness.
Mrs. W. E. Twombly has been
Spending several days in camp with
her daughter, Mrs. James Spinney.
Os-man Cookson Wright and Miss
Ruth Brrdena Wilbur, both of Rangeley, were married Monday evening
at the home of H. A. Furbish. Mr.
Furbish performed the ceremony.
Shot a Fox.

camp and among them they
-had
brought seven birthday cakes. There
were filled cakes, frosted cakes, lay
er cakes, in fact almost any kind
except plain cake, and you are not
to wonder what Mrs. Bush did with
so -many for they had tea—good
Irish tea, with her and all had real
woods appetites.
Music on the
graphopho-ne wa® enjoyed.
In the
evening all gathered at James Spin
ney’s where Bert Philbrick toJd for
tunes.
B EEN

V IS IT IN G .

“ Sid’’ Harden of Long Pond Calls
on B rother in Rockland.

Sidney C. Harden of Rangeley, who
has been visiting his brother, Fred E.
Harden, Banker street, Rockland, re
turned Thursday. This was his first
home visit in 27 years. He is a guide
well known in the Rangeley region,
and has lately established camps there
which are popular resorts for the sports
men. He has acted as guide the past
six years for Garrett A. Hobart, son of
the late vice president. Within easy
access from his new camp, which is lo
cated at Long Pond, Rangeley, are 27
lakes and ponds in all of which good
fishing is to be found. Mr. Harden re
ports two feet of snow in the woods,
and 18 inch -s of ice in the lakes, a situ
ation which is in striking contrast to
what he found down in Knox.
PACK

OF F O X H O U N D S IN
IN A U G U R A L PA R A D E .

THE

Dog® of -high degree are to par
ticipate in the ceremonies attend ant upon -the introduction into of
fice of
President-elect Woodrow
Wilson next month and will march
in the inaugural parade.
“ Finely bred, splendidly trained,
keen-nosed foxhound® are going to
have a section of the parade all
their own,’’ says an announcement
from the inaugural committee in
herald-img thii® managerial feature
of the comiug pageant.
“The finest pack of hound® in ail
the world,’’ is the description giv
en of the canine group which Dr.
Le®ter Jones of Culpepper, Va., is
assembling to -march ahead of a
(mounted brass band -that -will escort
Hunt club riders from the Presi
dent-elect’s native state in the civ
ic section of the parade.
Dr. Jones- declares the hounds will
be so weld trained that they will
“(Stick to the middle of the road’’
and not scatter all over the line of
march.
A competent master of
hounds wild serve as grand -marshal
to the canine corpsB O W D O IN

GUN C LU B

Now T alkin g of A rranging a Regu
la r Schedule.

The Bowdoin Gun Club is the lat
est organization to be formed in
Bowdoin college.
This club
has
been formed for the purpose of in
creasing interest in trap shooting
in the college and if a sufficient
number of students take -hold of the
new sport it is proposed to arrange
matches with the gun blubs of other
institutions.
It is thought that
the University of Maine would be
the first college to open negotiations,
it being the nearest institution of
learning that ha® a similar organ
ization.

Dr. C. S. Stuart shot a handsome
fox late Friday afternoon.
The
Doctor was gone from the village
only an -hour -when- he came back
with his trophy.
ft was an unus
ually large dog fox and was
shot
just across Hialey pond.
Mi-s® prudence Richardson
is
teaching those members of -the High
school who are to take part in the
preliminary speaking contest. There
are 16 in all.
Martin Fuller has returned home
after -spending the first of the winter
N E W C O N S O L ID A T IO N .
at the Megantic -c&ub.
The Brackett-Parker company of
Mrs. John L. Wallace returned to
New York Tuesday.
She was ac Boston with offices at Columbian
and
companied to Boston by her sister, -Life Building, corner Arch
Franklin streets, Boston and
225
Mt®. Martin. Nile, of Rumford.
Fifth ave., New York, represents a
F am ilie s In the Woods.
consolidation of the advertising in
Few know how many families are terest® of L. J. Brackett, formerly
enjoying a winter in the woods near Nerw England manager of the WySpotted mountain and still
fewer ckoff Advertising company and B.
realize that there is an Auburn and W. Parker, formerly proprietor of
a Lewiston “sid-e’’ to the
little the B. W. Parker Agency, New York
colony on a little brook represent and Chicago. B. W. Parker is pres
ing the Androscoggin river. On ident of the company and L. J.
the Lewiston side in neat,
warm Brackett, treasurer.
camps live Mr. and Mr®. Fred
Ros-s and son, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam
Leonard, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Haley and little daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. James Spinney and three chil
dren., Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morton,
and little sen, Mr. and M t®.
Ira
Huntoon, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bush
and little daughter and Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Hoar.
On the other side,
Auburn, are Mr. and M-m. Everett
Dunham and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Dakes.
They have gay time® too
and it isn’t safe to have a birthday
unles® you are willing to -have it
celebrated as Mr®. Walter Bush can
testify, for on Saturday last she
was surprised to see every woman
n th e settlem ent walk into
her

L E G IS L A T IV E N O T IC E .
Wrdnesday,

Feb.

12th,

at

P.

M.

No. 40.
An Act relating >to the
power® and duties of -the Commis
sioners of Inland Fisheries and
Game.
Wednesday, Feb. 12 at 2 P. M.
No. 29.
Resolve providing for
the screening of Shiloh Pond in
Franklin county.
The Committee on Inland Fisheries
and Game will meet at Room No.
22, (First Floor) State House,
on
Wednesday of each week at 2 /p. m.,
until further notice.
Joseph W. Allen, Chairman.
Seth F . Clark, Secretary

*

